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Lot

1

London Underground ENAMEL
SIGN 'Footbridge to Eastbound
(Central London) Trains', flanged,
double-sided (reverse blank),
measures 25" x 4.5" (64cm x
11cm), in well-used condition
and complete with suspension
hooks, together with a further
ENAMEL SIGN 'Caution, Risk of
Electric Shock etc...', also
believed to be Underground
although lettering is not
Johnston, measures 19" x 9.5"
(48cm x 24cm) and in excellent
condition. [2]

Lot

4

London Underground items
comprising c1932 Metropolitan
Railway MAP OF LONDON (The
Met's own version of the
Underground map) with print ref
M.1795/50M (some staining to
cover but otherwise very good),
diagram atic CARD MAP by Harry
Beck, issue No 1, 1937 (used
condition) and 1946 FOLD-OUT
LEAFLET for the Central Line
extension to Stratford (used
condition). [3]

Estimate: £80 to £100

Estimate: £50 to £70
Lot
Lot

2

London Transport Tramways
paper FARECHART dated May
1949 for route 10 between City
and Tooting Broadway. A
smaller-size chart to fit the
Feltham cars. Has been framed
behind clear acrylic, one tiny
hole noted otherwise appears to
be in good condition. [1]

Estimate: £30 to £40

Lot

3

1936 London Transport
TIMETABLE BOOKLET 'Red Road
Guide' - timetables of Central
Area (Red) Buses, Trams &
Trolleybuses dated May 27 August 4, 1936. A 296pp booklet
in very good condition with
minor wear to covers. [1]

5

Bundle of London Transport &
pre-LT Bus, Tram & Underground
POCKET MAPS, HOLIDAY
SERVICES & EXCURSION
LEAFLETS etc, mainly from the
1930s-1950s. Condition varies
from very tatty to good. [24]

Estimate: £30 to £40

Lot

6

London Underground framed
enamel PLATFORM ROUNDEL
SIGN from Marble Arch station
on the Central Line. One of the
smaller, tunnel-side versions 24"
(61cm) across, c1980s. Complete
with original bronze frame. The
enamel surface has a number of
tiny pitting marks. [3 parts +
frame]

Estimate: £350 to £450
Estimate: £30 to £40
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Lot

7

Selection of VEHICLE BADGES,
coach and lorry, all AEC other
than one which is probably BMC.
In varying, ex-vehicle condition,
most are fairly good. [5]

Estimate: £60 to £80

Lot

8

Selection of London Transport
bus stop E-PLATES for routes 95
Sunday (in red), 106 Fare Stage,
137 and 263 Sat-Sun Special
Journeys. All in good, ex-stop
condition. [4]

Estimate: £100 to £120

Lot

9

London Transport bus
FLEETNUMBER BONNET PLATE
from Leyland RTL 507. The
original bus bearing this number
entered service at Q
(Camberwell) garage in 1950 and
the final RTL 507 finished service
at BW (Bow) garage in 1968 and
was scrapped in 1970. In good
ex-vehicle condition. [1]

Estimate: £100 to £120

Lot

10

1950s/60s London Transport
enamel BUS & COACH STOP FLAG
(bus compulsory, coach request
version). This is a hollow, 'boat'
style flag and is the E9 version
with space for nine e-plates on
each side. It is complete with
runners and one fixing rod,
numbered 23660 underneath
and measures 18" x 31" (46cm x
79cm). In excellent, ex-use
condition with just a little light
weathering in places and one
tiny chip to one face. [1]

Estimate: £200 to £250

Lot

11

London Transport Central Road
Services Motor Club CAR BADGE
in chrome, good used condition,
plus two similar CAR
WINDSCREEN STICKERS, both
unused. [3]

Estimate: £30 to £40

Lot

12

London Underground PLATFORM
ROUNDEL SIGN from Paddington
Station. Measuring 24" (61cm)
square, this is a painted
aluminium sign as used for
temporary purposes during
station re-building works. In used
condition with some minor
surface blemishes. [1]

Estimate: £60 to £80
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Lot

13

Lot

16

London Transport RT/RTL bus
BODYBUILDER'S PLATES for Park
Royal Vehicles Ltd and
Weymann's Ltd from two of the
AEC Regents/Leyland 7RTs with
bodies built by these firms in
1947-54. Both in good ex-vehicle
condition. [1]

Selection of London
Underground WORKING
TIMETABLES/TIMETABLE
NOTICES dated between June
1950 and January 1970 and for a
variety of lines. In used condition
but mostly good to very good.
[10]

Estimate: £70 to £90

Estimate: £30 to £40

Lot

Lot

14

c1911 London Underground
Railways CARD POCKET MAP,
considered by many to be the
true ancestor of today's Tube
map and the first to be printed
on linen-card in a handy size.
Features the vertical
UndergrounD logo on the cover.
Well used and very worn. [1]

Estimate: £50 to £60

Lot

15

Quantity of Omnibus Society
PUBLICATIONS (papers, booklets
& small books) from the 1930s
until relatively recently but
mostly from the 1950s/60s.
Subjects include Metropolitan
Omnibuses, Traffic Emergency
buses, Walthamstow Tramways,
Aldershot & District, pre-WW1
London bus routes, London
Buses in Wartime (WW2), Green
Line Coaches, Silver
Routemaster, Grey Green, East
Kent and many more. Mostly in
very good condition. [30]

Estimate: £60 to £80

17

London Transport bus driver's
items comprising PSV BADGE no
N 74564, c1960s (in good
condition with leather holder &
including TGWU pin badge & 2
'griffin' buttons),
drivers'/conductor's RULE BOOK
dated March 1960, complete
with photograph section (well
used condition), BUDGET T-KEY
marked 'ECW' and 1980s CAP
BADGE 'London Buses' (good
condition, with pin). [4]

Estimate: £50 to £60

Lot

18

London Underground 1938 Tube
Stock aluminium DOOR
TREADPLATE marked 'Built by
Metropolitan-Cammell Carriage
& Wagon Co Ltd, Saltley, 1938'.
This is the smaller-size plate,
measuring 35" x 3" (89cm x 8cm),
from the single-door apertures.
In well-used but still good
condition, entirely ex-use. [1]

Estimate: £70 to £90
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Lot

19

London Transport/Ministry of
Information BOOKS on WW2
comprising: 'Seven Battalions The Story of London Transport's
Home Guard, 1940-1946' (loose
cover), 'London Transport
Carried On' (1947) and 'Transport
Goes to War - The Official Story
of British Transport, 1939-1942'.
Soft-cover, fully illustrated books
with some wear and ageing but
generally in good condition. The
first is rarely seen today. [3]

Lot

London Transport bus stop
enamel Q-PLATE 'Queue this side
for 66, 148, Queue other side for
10, 20A, 235'. This would have
been located in Leytonstone or
Wanstead. In good, ex-stop
condition, a little touching in at
the bottom edge. [1]

Estimate: £100 to £120

Lot

Estimate: £60 to £80

Lot

20

London Transport bus stop
enamel E-PLATE for routes 63
and 68 combined. An unusual
plate for two routes that crossed
only briefly and it was probably
located at Elephant & Castle. In
good, ex-stop condition. [1]

Lot

21

London Transport FAREBOARD
(varnished paper chart on board)
from an LT-type bus for route 73
dated 31/5/48, in well-used
condition, plus a c1970/80s
plastic SLIPBOARD, possibly for a
Central Line rail-replacement bus
service, destinated Bethnal
Green on one side and Newbury
Park on the other, with non-stop
section between Mile End &
Snaresbrook, in good condition
with short chains at top corners.
[2]

23

Early 1960s London
Underground quad-royal POSTER
MAP designed by Harold F
Hutchinson. Small losses at
bottom corners (date code lost),
some edge-scuffs, small edgetears and creases. Has been
folded. [1]

Estimate: £50 to £60

Lot

Estimate: £50 to £60

22

24

2 London Underground CLUSTER
LIGHT UNITS, believed to have
been used for emergency tunnelwork, plus a selection of
Underground CERAMIC ITEMS
incl tile pieces, insulators, fuseunits etc. [Quantity]. NB the light
units have not been tested and
should not be used before
checking by a qualified
electrician. Buyer accepts
responsibility for PAT inspection.

Estimate: £30 to £40

Estimate: £40 to £50
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Lot

25

1919 London Underground MAP
OF THE ELECTRIC RAILWAYS OF
LONDON 'What to See & How to
See it' with print-code
209-500M-18-6-19. Has the
black, open, bullseye circle on
the cover and opens out in 8
panels to 13.7" x 10.9" (34 x
28cm). A couple of short partings
at the folds but overall a good
copy. [1]

Estimate: £60 to £80

Lot

26

1940s/50s London Transport BUS
STOP FLAG of the flat, framed
style (2 enamel plates in a bronze
frame). This is the 'Request'
version and the wide spacing of
the letters 'request' indicates
that this is an early example,
probably dating from the 1940s.
A little weathering and some
surface scratches but overall a
very good example. Numbered
18626 underneath. [1]

Estimate: £120 to £140

Lot

27

London Transport enamel bus
stop E-PLATE for route 269
'Monday-Friday except rush
hours, Saturday & Sunday,
Winchmore Hill'. One of the
larger-size e-plates (8", 20cm
square) which we believe were
unique to the bus stands at
Turnpike Lane bus station. In
well-used condition with some
damage to the enamel, mainly at
side and bottom edges. [1]

Estimate: £60 to £80

Lot

28

1974 BOOK 'Terminal Points of
London Transport Country Buses,
1948-69' by Barry Kosky. Shows,
with small maps of each, over
1,000 terminal locations
including obscure, special ones
only used in certain
circumstances. Each small plan
includes the alighting & boarding
bus stop locations and the
vehicle's turning manoeuvre.
Long out of print and much
sought after. A used copy with
some wear and a few detached
pages as is common with this
publication. [1]

Estimate: £30 to £40

Lot

29

Collection of items from the
PEOPLE'S LEAGUE FOR FREEDOM
BUS SERVICE which ran in
London during the 1958 bus
strike and comprising POSTERS
which were pasted to the buses
(one small and one large), a
FLYER giving details of the
revised service operating from 13
June 1958 and seven 6d TICKETS
for different routes. All in good
to very good condition, the
posters have been folded. [10]

Estimate: £60 to £80

Lot

30

1977 London Underground quadroyal POSTER MAP designed by
Paul Garbutt. Shows the Jubilee
Line under construction from
Baker St to Trafalgar Square.
Folded. A couple of small foldsplits at the edges but generally
in very good condition. [1]

Estimate: £120 to £150
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Lot

31

Victoria Coach Station
Inspector's CAP BADGE made of
chromed metal with enamel
inlays and bearing serial number
64. In good condition, light
surface scratches. [1]

Lot

35

Selection of half-plate OFFICIAL
PHOTOGRAPHS of London Trams
from the LCC, LUT & MET
systems. Most taken in 1907.
Very high-quality photos,
copyright London Transport. [10]

Estimate: £40 to £50
Estimate: £30 to £40
Lot

32

Lot
Quantity of b&w London TRAM
PHOTOGRAPHS, nearly all
postcard-size with many wellknown photographers featured.
Considerable variety of tram
types and routes, including many
pre-WW2 shots. Quality
generally very good. [75]

Estimate: £30 to £40

Lot

33

Quantity of b&w London BUS
PHOTOGRAPHS, postcard-size
and 6x4, with many well known
photographers featured. Date
range 1930s-1960s and covering
vehicle classes ST, STL, B, Q, LTC,
T, GS, RF, Trolleybus, RT, RTL,
RTW & RM as well as some
garage shots. Generally very
good quality. [110]

Estimate: £40 to £50

Lot

34

Quantity of COLOUR London BUS
PHOTOGRAPHS, size 6x4, many
copyright Alan Cross. A good
selection from the 1950s with
the rest 1960s-70s. Vehicle
classes covered are RT (incl
2RT2), RTL, RTW, RF, GS, T, RLH,
RM, RMC, XA & XF. Generally
very good quality. [119]

36

Quantity of b&w London BUS
PHOTOGRAPHS, postcard-size
and 5x3.5, of RT (2RT2 & postwar) and RTL-type buses taken in
the 1950s/early 60s, all of them
on Excursions (eg London
Airport, Chessington,
Whipsnade, Hampton Court etc)
or Special Services (eg
Wimbledon, Epsom etc). Most
have no copyright details on
reverse. Generally in very good
condition. [115]

Estimate: £40 to £50

Lot

37

London Transport bus/coach
GARAGE ALLOCATION STENCIL
HOLDERS, one green (no garage
code but DG (Dunton Green)
visible under paint) with running
number 4 and the other red,
coded UX (Uxbridge) with
running number 23. Both are the
type introduced in 1967 for the
modernised RFs and used all on
all subsequent classes, eg MB,
SM, DMS, LS, M, T etc and also
fitted as replacements to
Routemasters. In good, ex-use
condition. [2 + 2 plates]

Estimate: £50 to £60

Estimate: £50 to £60
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Lot

38

London Transport bus
TIMETABLE BOOKLETS for
Country Area (North) dated July
1937 and December 1937. In
well-used condition with some
wear, mainly to the covers. [2]

Estimate: £40 to £50

Lot

39

An unbroken run of CENTRAL
BUS NEWS 'from the Operating
Manager to the Management
Team of Central Buses' from
issue no 3 (April 1965) to no 31
(July 1972). Small magazine
format on high-quality paper and
containing a wealth of 'inside'
information on LT 'red' bus
operations during this period.
This publication is rarely seen
externally. All in very good
condition. [29 issues]

Estimate: £30 to £40

Lot

41

A box of London's and other
transport EPHEMERA including
200+ Green Line TIMETABLE
LEAFLETS 1968-1977, a small pile
of LT/LCBS TRAFFIC CIRCULARS
1946-1979 (some are
photocopies), very early editions
of the LONDON BUS MAGAZINE
(originals), LOTS 'SUP'
FLEETLISTS, small BOOKLETS on
provincial bus operators etc.
[Large quantity]

Estimate: £30 to £40

Lot

42

1924 Metropolitan Railway small
POCKET CARD MAP "How to get
to and from the British Empire
Exhibition". Illustration of a new
electric locomotive on the cover.
Opens out to three panels. This is
the orange cover version. In very
good condition, still crisp and
firm. [1]

Estimate: £140 to £160
Lot

40

London area double-royal
POSTER MAPS comprising
'London Rail System' (BR) dated
1970 (facsimile copy), 'London's
Railways' (LT & BR) dated 1973
and LT 'Bus Routes' dated 1973
plus a slightly smaller BR internal
MAP 'Western Region' dated
1981. All with varying degrees of
wear and some small tears. [4]

Estimate: £30 to £40

Lot

43

London Transport Trolleybus rear
REGISTRATION PLATES GGP 702
& GGP 704 from 1941
Leyland/MCW P1-class vehicle
nos 1702 & 1704 respectively.
Vendor advises that these were
procured at Colindale scrapyard
in 1961/62. In well-worn, exvehicle condition. [2]

Estimate: £100 to £120
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Lot

44

Selection of Folkestone, Hythe &
District enamel CONDUCTORS'
LICENCE BADGES, early 20th
century and from the pre-1935
period when badges were issued
by towns and cities. Measure 3"
(8cm) across, two are doublesided, 34 is single-sided, with
leather straps for fixing to lapel.
We are aware of reproduction
Folkestone badges but the used
condition and age of the straps
(one is half missing) of these
suggest the badges are originals,
however this is not guaranteed.
[3]

Estimate: £50 to £70

Lot

45

Two Chatham Corporation alloy
OMNIBUS DRIVERS' LICENCE
BADGES, early 20th century and
from the pre-1935 period when
badges were issued by towns
and cities. Measure 2.5 " (7cm)
across and are single-sided with
leather straps for fixing to lapel.
In good, ex-use condition. [2]

Lot

47

Early GUIDEBOOKS to London
comprising 'To & Fro ' the Key to
London...by Train, Tube, Tram,
Bus. Motor Bus' dated June 1909
and 'A to Z Transit Guide...by
Tram, Train, Tube & Bus' dated
March 1920. The latter includes
photographs and postcards. Both
in good, used condition with
some wear to the covers. [1]

Estimate: £30 to £40

Lot

48

A Routemaster plastic RADIATOR
GRILLE BADGE 'AEC Clydemaster'
from the batch manufactured for
Clydeside Scottish who operated
a large fleet of second-hand
Routemasters in the 1980s and
used these badges to replace the
London Transport ones. A few
very light surface scratches,
otherwise in excellent condition.
[1]

Estimate: £60 to £80

Estimate: £50 to £60
Lot
Lot

46

A pair of London Transport
Green Line coach stop enamel EPLATES for route 713. In very
good, ex-stop condition. [2]

Estimate: £30 to £50

49

London Underground framed
enamel PLATFORM ROUNDEL
SIGN from Earl's Court station,
probably from the Piccadilly Line
platforms. One of the smaller,
tunnel-side versions 24" (61cm)
across, c1980s. Complete with
original bronze frame. Minor
signs of use but generally
excellent. [3 parts + frame]

Estimate: £550 to £650
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Lot

50

Lot

53

London Underground linen-card
POCKET MAP from the
Stingemore-designed series of
1925-32. This is a special edition
of the c1928-9 issue with pale
green cover, with cover overprint 'With the compliments of
the Cunard Steam Ship Co Ltd'. In
excellent, unmarked condition.
[1]

Selection of RAILWAY LAMPS
comprising two BARDIC LAMPS,
one marked BR and one marked
LT, the latter complete with
working battery (disconnected),
plus a French 2-light LAMP,
believed to be ex-French
Railways, manufactured by
Madec. All in good, ex-use
condition. [3]

Estimate: £120 to £150

Estimate: £50 to £70

Lot

Lot

51

London Transport ROUTE
NUMBER STENCIL PLATE '230' for
the RLH-type, low-height buses
working out of Harrow Weald
garage from 1953-69 and
probably also for the STL-types
operated before them from 1943
on. These plates were located in
the lower rear window of these
buses as they did not have a
destination blind box at the back.
In very good, ex-use condition.
[1]

Estimate: £50 to £75

Lot

52

London Transport flanged
enamel SIGN 'Drivers must not
halt vehicles near office windows
with the engine running'.
Thought to be from a bus garage
and approx 1950s/60s vintage.
Measures 24" x 15" (61cm x
38cm) and comes complete with
original wooden backing-frame.
A chip at the top r/h corner and
other small ones on the flange
but otherwise in good, ex-use
condition. [1]

Estimate: £60 to £80

54

London Transport bus inspector's
items comprising 2 x CAP
BADGES, firstly 1950s Senior
Inspector's gold-plated
basemetal BADGE marked 'GM
143' on reverse (good, used
condition, pin present), secondly
1970s Inspector's BADGE with
unbroken roundel and painted
black infills (uncommon issue, in
good condition, pin present) plus
small quantity of 1950s BUS
RUNNING CHARTS plus c1970s
BOOKLET Inspector's Pocket
Radio Instructions (good, used
condition). [4]

Estimate: £80 to £100

Lot

55

London Transport bus stop
DOUBLE FINIAL comprising the
red and green versions. Dating
from the 1950/60s, these
porcelain finials were located at
the top of the bus stop pole to
indicate which services stopped
there, in this case both buses and
Green Line coaches. Unusually,
this set remains as the complete
unit on its original metal rod. In
good, ex-use condition. [Unit of 2
pieces]

Estimate: £50 to £60
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Lot

56

London Transport TROLLEYBUS
FARECHARTS comprising 3 x
double-sided card charts for
routes 627 & 653, undated but
c1959/60 plus 2 x single-sided
card charts for route 627 dated
1961 which appear to be depôtmade local initiatives utilising
conductors' charts and probably
a last-step measure prior to
trolleybus abandonment. All in
ex-use condition. [5]

Lot

59

London Transport BUS STOP
FLAG. A 1990s interim style with
the new design but still featuring
vinyl e-stickers rather than the
subsequent plastic tiles. A
traditional, hollow 'boat' style
flag in E12 size, measuring 18" x
36" (46cm x92cm) and complete
with double fare stage plate and
fixing brackets. The flag would
have been located at Chingford
Station. In excellent condition
with minor blemishes only. [1]

Estimate: £60 to £80
Estimate: £80 to £100
Lot

57

1924/5 Metropolitan Railway
FOLD-OUT CARD 'How to get to
London's Football Grounds'.
Opens out with a pop-up
footballer and shows the
location of the various football
grounds against a map of the
Underground system. Undated
but shows British Empire
Exhibition at Wembley. In
excellent condition. [1]

Lot

60

Selection of London Transport
bus stop E-PLATES for routes
2/2B (split), 36A Mon-Fri Peak
Hours (painted aluminium + vinyl
sticker), 40 Mon-Fri Peak Hours
and 63. All in good, ex-stop
condition. [4]

Estimate: £100 to £120

Estimate: £40 to £50
Lot
Lot

58

1924 Metropolitan Railway
FOLD-OUT CARD 'Fast Trains to
and from the British Empire
Exhibition'. Opens out to a
timetable with illustration of
latest electric locomotive and has
an Underground system map on
the reverse. Small number
annotated on cover, otherwise in
excellent condition. [1]

61

Selection of London General
Omnibus Company POCKET
MAPS comprising December
[1921], Country Routes Summer
Season 1924, No 12 1924,
Country Routes Summer Season
1926 and No 1 1930. In good to
very good condition. [5]

Estimate: £30 to £40

Estimate: £40 to £50
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Lot

62

A London Underground WALL
TELEPHONE ex Northwood Signal
Cabin, estimated vintage
1940s/50s, plus 2 x EMERGENCY
TELEPHONE RECEIVERS marked
'Elephant & Castle - London
Transport' and believed to have
come from the lifts at that
station, estimated vintage 1960s.
Appear to be in good ex-use
condition but not tested! [3]

Lot

65

Selection of 1940s/50s (mainly
1940s) London Transport bus
stop PANEL TIMETABLES for
routes 21, 47, 55, 62, 72, 90, 97,
107, 111, 116 (2 different),120,
127, 134, 152 (2 different), 160,
164, 194, 211, 215, 216, 247 (2
different), 256, 423,
461/461A/462B/463 and
466/469. Dated between 1946
(most of them) and 1958.
Generally in good condition. [28]

Estimate: £60 to £80
Estimate: £50 to £60
Lot

63

Lot
Midland Red & Railways Joint
Motor Services, Birmingham
Area official TIMETABLE
BOOKLET dated May to
September 1936, in very good
condition, complete with foldout map and wonderful pictorial
covers, plus Midland Red official
TIMETABLE BOOKLET for the
Worcester Area dated May 1953
and complete with fold-out map,
some cover stains but generally
good. [2]

Estimate: £30 to £40

Lot

64

Selection of 1930s London
Transport bus/coach BUS STOP
PANEL TIMETABLES for routes
70, 93, 132/132A, 435, 429/439
and Green Line routes Y1 and Y2.
Dated between 1935 and 1939.
Some signs of ageing but
generally in good condition. [7]

66

London Transport TIMETABLE
BOOKLET of Buses, Coaches,
Trolleybuses, Tramways &
Underground Rlys for the London
Area dated August 1934. In very
good condition, fold-out map is
present. [1]

Estimate: £50 to £70

Lot

67

Large quantity of London
Transport TROLLEYBUS PUNCH
TICKETS from the 1930s-50s
period with a variety of titles.
Most are the numbered route
variety but some geographical
types included as well. A wide
variety of routes, values and
ticket sizes. Little apparent
duplication. In good, used
condition. [approx 250]

Estimate: £40 to £50

Estimate: £30 to £40
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Lot

68

Large quantity of LCC Tramways
& London Transport
geographical-type TRAM PUNCH
TICKETS from the 1920s-50s
period wth a variety of titles. A
wide variety of routes/services,
fares and ticket sizes with little
apparent duplication and also
seemingly largely different from
the following lot. A few unnumbered proofs noted. In good,
used condition. [approx. 170]

Estimate: £40 to £50

Lot

69

Large quantity of LCC Tramways
& London Transport
geographical-type TRAM PUNCH
TICKETS from the 1920s-50s
period wth a variety of titles. A
wide variety of routes/services,
fares and ticket sizes with little
apparent duplication and also
seemingly largely different from
the previous lot. A few unnumbered proofs noted. In good,
used condition. [approx. 170]

Estimate: £40 to £50

Lot

70

A small selection of London
Transport bus stop enamel EPLATES for routes 192, 253 and
night route N95. The first two are
in well-used condition, the night
plate is in very good condition.
[3]

Lot

71

London Underground Standard
(1920s) Stock and/or 1938 Tube
Stock enamel DESTINATION
PLATE for Edgware & Kennington
on the Northern Line. Doublesided. In excellent, ex-use
condition. [1]

Estimate: £80 to £90

Lot

72

A 1950s/60s Southern Vectis
Omnibus Co Ltd DISPLAY CARD
'Details of local Bus Services and
Coach Tours are available at this
Hotel'. Designed in the shape of
a large flower with a different
painted scene from the Isle of
Wight in each of the eight petals.
Artist unknown. Measures 12"
(31cm) across and in very good
condition. [1]

Estimate: £30 to £40

Lot

73

A City of London STREET SIGN
from St Botolph Row, EC3, a tiny
street between Aldgate High St
and St Botolph St in London's
financial district ('the City'). An
opal glass sign in its original
aluminium frame, measuring 24"
x 18" (61cm x 46cm), we
estimate it to date from the
1950s. In very good, ex-use
condition. [1]

Estimate: £250 to £300

Estimate: £40 to £50
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Lot

74

Official bound volume of London
Transport Country Omnibuses
TRAFFIC CIRCULARS for the year
1934, the first full year of
operation by the new LT.
Volume 1 contains circulars nos
1-52 and is complete with index.
In well-used condition with some
wear to covers but contents
generally good. [1]

Estimate: £40 to £50

Lot

75

London Underground 1950s/60s
enamel FRIEZE PANEL from the
platforms at Holland Park station
on the Central Line. Length 52"
(132cm) and in very good
condition with minor blemishes
only. [1]

Estimate: £80 to £100

Lot

76

Selection of London Transport
RT/RF bus/coach paper
FARECHARTS (single-sided) for
Northern Country Area routes
303/303A, 304, 329/329A, 382
and Green Line route 716/716A.
Undated but style suggests late
1950s/early 1960s. In generally
good, ex-use condition. [5]

Estimate: £50 to £60

Lot

77

1880 District Railway 'IMPROVED
MAP OF LONDON', 2nd edition of
a series that ran from 1879-1885.
A linen-backed map inside hard
covers bound in leathercloth,
folds out to 42" x 26" (107cm x
66cm). Shows the completion of
the Inner Circle between
Mansion House and Aldgate as
under construction, equally the
extension to Whitechapel. In
very good condition, just lightly
used. [1]

Estimate: £170 to £200

Lot

78

London Underground 1950s/60s
enamel STATION FRIEZE PLATE
for the Northern Line with the
line name on the bar of a
traditional London Transport
bullseye. Measures 20" x 9"
(51cm x 23cm). Some small chips
at the screw-holes have been
touched in, otherwise the plate is
in very good condition. [1]

Estimate: £50 to £70

Lot

79

Eastern Counties Omnibus
Company 'TIM' TICKET MACHINE
no 299 complete with box,
possibly original, and strap.
Printed ticket is very faint. [1]

Estimate: £50 to £70
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Lot

80

Selection of 1930s/40/50s
Eastern Counties Omnibus
Company EXPRESS COACH
SERVICES LEAFLETS. All different
and dated between 1932 and
1959. Generally in good
condition. [8]

Estimate: £30 to £40

Lot

81

London Underground Northern
Line CAR DIAGRAM as located
above the seats in a tube
carriage. Dated 1971 and made
of a Formica-like material,
slightly curved to fit the shape of
the car. Measures 55" x 6.5"
(140cm x 17cm) and is in good,
ex-use condition, just one small
loss at the top edge which would
have been hidden by the
framing. [1]

Estimate: £50 to £60

Lot

82

WW2 London Transport ARP
HELMET dated 1943 and lettered
'L.P.T.B. O R.' In good ex-use
condition complete with lining
and chinstrap. [1]

Estimate: £240 to £280

Lot

83

Selection of London Transport
bus stop enamel E-PLATES for
routes 142A (proposed in 1968
but never introduced), 227
Saturday, 323 and 484B. All in
very good condition. [4]

Lot

84

1909 London Underground
STREET & RAILWAY MAP. A 54page booklet featuring
prominent use of the then
recently-introduced
UndergrounD logo and
incorporating a coloured system
map, a monochrome illustration
of the 'No need to ask a
p'liceman' poster, sectional
street plans with the
Underground lines superimposed
and a street index. In well-used
condition with wear. [1]

Estimate: £60 to £80

Lot

85

London Transport Buses
EMERGENCY TICKET PACKS
issued to drivers and conductors
for use in case of ticket-machine
failure. 4 are the traditional type
used with Gibson machines (3
unused, unopened, 1 part-used),
2 are the later type used on
driver-only buses (both unused)
plus 2 more recent packs
(unused), 1 is a training example.
[8]

Estimate: £100 to £120

Lot

86

London Transport bus stop
enamel Q-PLATE 'Queue this side
for 214, Queue other side for 27,
134, 137'. This would have been
located in Kentish Town. In good,
ex-stop condition, a couple of
chips at the edges. [1]

Estimate: £100 to £120

Estimate: £90 to £110
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Lot

87

1921 London Underground 'Inner
Area MAP of the Electric
Railways of London', a pocketsized linen-card issue designed
by MacDonald Gill using his own
personalised style of calligraphy
for the station names and key
box text. Very minor wear to the
covers and a very good example
overall. [1]

Estimate: £220 to £260

Lot

88

London Transport COACH STOP
FLAG (Request version). A
hollow, 'boat'-type flag, size E3,
runners removed. In well-used
condition with an area of
damaged enamel on one side
which has been restored to some
extent. Two small holes on the
top appear to be official ones
made to take an additional sign
in the past. [1]

Estimate: £30 to £40

Lot

90

A London Underground
CELLULOID SIGN (with
white/yellow backing) 'Way Out
& Bakerloo Line, Platforms 3 &
4', measuring 37" x 17" (94cm x
43cm, ex-use condition) which
would have been contained in a
back-lit frame, suspended from
the ceiling. Vendor advises this
was on the southbound Northern
Line platform at Elephant &
Castle. Plus a CAST IRON SIGN
'Otis Elevator Magnet Controller',
37" (94cm) long, said to be from
the lift machine room also at
Elephant & Castle. [2]

Estimate: £50 to £60

Lot

91

Selection of London Transport
bus stop E-PLATES for routes 77
Sunday, 77C Sat & Sun (both in
red), 77C Saturday and 77C SatSun (Sun in red). All in good, exstop condition. [4]

Estimate: £90 to £110
Lot

89

1911 Central London Railway
BOOK 'Coronation Souvenir'. An
expensively-produced hard-cover
book, printed throughout in gold
leaf and illustrated in colour.
Issued to commemorate the
Coronation of George V and
Queen Mary but essentially a
lavish promotional publication
for the CLR with much
information about the railway
and featuring famous locations
within easy reach of its stations.
A most unusual item in very good
condition. [1]

London Underground bronze
SIGN 'Bethnal Green Station'.
Measuring 39" x 4" (99cm x
10cm), this is thought to have
been located on the railings at
one of the street-level station
entrances, probably from when
the station was opened in 1946.
Complete with original bronze
frame, the sign is in generally
good condition with just some
minor cracking to the painted
lettering. [1]

Estimate: £60 to £80

Estimate: £80 to £100

Lot
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Lot

93

Quantity of London Transport
POCKET MAPS comprising 6 x
Trolleybus & Tram, 1946-50, 38 x
Green Line, 1947-70 and 31 x
Country Buses, 1948-69/70.
Condition ranges from lightlyused to very good. [75]

Estimate: £60 to £80

Lot

94

April 1915 LCC Tramways MAP &
GUIDE TO CAR SERVICES with the
cover picture of Abbot's Pew,
Westminster Abbey. Lightly-used
with a small stain on the cover
and very small partings at some
of the fold-corners but overall a
very good copy. [1]

Estimate: £60 to £80

Lot

95

London Transport trolleybus
DEPOT ALLOCATION STENCIL
HOLDER with painted 'EM'
(Edmonton) depôt code and
including running number stencil
'66'. No part number on reverse
but style of holder, position of
fixing holes and dark-brown
primer on reverse confirm this is
ex-trolleybus. In ex-use, exscrapyard condition but still
good. [1 + plate]

Estimate: £40 to £50

Lot

96

London Transport 1930s enamel
on nickel-silver OFFICIAL'S PLATE
issued to senior officers for use
when in plain clothes. The clip on
the reverse allowed fixing to the
breast pocket. This is serial
number 307 from the first series
issued c1934 and based on a
design first used by the LGOC
and in continued use in similar
forms until relatively recently. In
good, used condition. [1]

Estimate: £80 to £100

Lot

97

c1870s 'Wyld's MAP of the
Superficial Geology of London
and Environs', a fold-out, canvasbacked map inside hard covers.
Shows railway lines including the
first sections of the Metropolitan
& District Railways. In good ,
lightly-used condition. Plus foldout MAP 'Reynold's Cyclists' Map
of the Environs of London',
undated but early 20C (no cover,
well used) plus a 1950s/60s
'Chichester's Map & Guide to
London' (well used). [3]

Estimate: £50 to £60

Lot

98

A pair of London Transport bus
stop enamel Q-PLATES
'Headstop' and 'Notice to
Drivers - Headstop'. In ex-stop
condition with some edge chips.
[2]

Estimate: £50 to £70
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Lot

99

London General Omnibus
Company Ltd fold-out LEAFLET of
Motor and Horse Routes dated
September 1910 from the
monthly series which ran from
June 1910 to February 1911.
Cover has illustration of an early
motor-bus and the contents
include details of motor services
1-24 and horse services 32-92. A
scarce survivor in generally good
condition, a little weakness at
the folds and minor blemishes.
[1]

Estimate: £300 to £400

Lot

100

London Transport enamel BUS
STOP FLAG 'Request'. A
traditional 'boat'-type (twosided, hollow) flag complete with
fixing lugs and numbered 4528
underneath. The style (spacedout lettering of 'Request')
suggests this is 1950s vintage.
Measures 18" x 15" (46cm x
38cm) and is in good, ex-use
condition with a few chips and
stains. [1]

Estimate: £60 to £80

Lot

102

1949 London Underground quadroyal POSTER MAP designed by
Harry Beck and mounted on
hardboard, probably for official
use. Shows the planned Northern
Line extensions to Bushey Heath
& Alexandra Palace and of the
Bakerloo to Camberwell, none of
which transpired. Scuffed edges
with one or two small losses &
some damp stains. The
hardboard is bent in places & the
backing paper on the reverse is
coming away. [1] NB: this item
measures 50" x 40" (101cm x
127cm).

Estimate: £60 to £80

Lot

103

Selection of London
General/Underground
Group/London Transport
POCKET MAPS & HOLIDAY
LEAFLETS dated between 1925
and 1957 including bus, tram &
Underground examples. Plus a
1944 Underground Air Raid
Precuations BOOKLET. In lightlyused to good condition. [20]

Estimate: £40 to £50
Lot

101

Lot
First-year Harry Beck London
Underground DIAGRAMMATIC
CARD MAP. The undated edition
with no print-code, issued c.
August 1933. Refers to re-naming
of Dover St station to Green Park
and the merger of Holborn and
British Museum stations. Very
light wear to covers but an
excellent example, crisp and
firm. [1]

104

Selection of London Transport
bus stop E-PLATES for routes 317
Fare Stage, 405B, N95 Night
(white on black) and 33A Thames
Valley (green lettering). All in exstop condition, the first 3 are
somewhat weathered. [4]

Estimate: £60 to £80

Estimate: £300 to £400
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Lot

105

Selection of London Transport
GREEN LINE COACH GUIDES
(booklets) comprising 4 preWW2 examples from 1936-39
and 7 later editions from
1958-1962. Condition varies from
lightly-used to very good. [11]

Estimate: £60 to £80

Lot

106

London Underground flanged
ENAMEL SIGN 'Metropolitan &
Circles Lines, Platforms 1 & 2,
King's Cross, Baker Street'.
Thought to have been located at
Edgware Road station. Measures
36" x 24" (91cm x 61cm). A chip
at the lower edge and other
small ones on the flange but
otherwise in good, ex-use
condition. [1]

Estimate: £150 to £180

Lot

107

South Metropolitan Electric
Tramways (Underground Group)
TRAM STOP PANEL TIMETABLE
for service 7 between Sutton and
West Croydon dated October
1924. In very good condition,
folded once. [1]

Lot

108

London Underground EPHEMERA
comprising vinyl CARRIAGE LINE
DIAGRAMS for the Bakerloo Line
dated 1969 and the District Line,
undated but recent, plus a vinyl
PLATFORM NOTICE re Rayners
Lane trains for Piccadilly Line
stations from Wood Green to
Hammersmith (undated but
c1970s) plus a FLEETNAME
TRANSFER 'London Transport' in
red lettering dated 1986. All
unused. [4]

Estimate: £30 to £40

Lot

109

London Underground
EPHEMERA, all paper on
hardboard, comprising a WW2
air raids NOTICE (stained,
possibly original), a double-sided,
hanging BOOKING HALL NOTICE
re season etc tickets dated 1959
and two CARRIAGE CARDS, a
1973 Central Area LINE
DIAGRAM and a 1960s/early
1970s advert for the Location of
Offices Bureau, all in good, used
condition. [4]

Estimate: £30 to £40

Estimate: £30 to £40
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Lot

110

London Underground linen-card
POCKET MAP from the
Stingemore-designed series of
1925-32. This is the last issue in
1932 with mustard cover and
showing all the new lines
completed with opening dates
on the reverse. In very good
condition and would be mint but
for light vertical creasing near
the r/h edge. [2]

Estimate: £70 to £90

Lot

111

London Underground ENAMEL
SIGN 'Notice....Warning' of the
type formerly sited at the end of
platforms, mainly at surface
stations. These signs were in situ
from the 1930s onwards and
were mostly replaced by modern
'health & safety'-compliant
notices in the 1980s. Measures
35" x 23.5" (89cm x 60cm). Some
enamel damage, largely around
the screw-holes, but otherwise
good with an excellent shine. [1]

Lot

113

Selection of London Transport
bus stop enamel E-PLATES for
Country Area routes 328, 446,
447, 450, 465 and 801. All in exuse condition. [6]

Estimate: £50 to £60

Lot

114

London Transport
bus/tram/trolleybus conductor's
TICKET RACKS x 2, one 20position (good condition), one
14-position (worn condition) plus
tram & trolleybus
driver's/conductor's CAP BADGE
(very good condition,
manufacturer: Firmin) plus a
quantity of LT bus, coach, tram &
trolleybus TICKETS (mainly punch
type) incl geographicals, Last
Tram Week, Green Line Coaches
etc (200+, good condition). [3
items plus tickets]

Estimate: £50 to £60

Lot

115

Estimate: £60 to £80

Lot

112

1937 London Transport BUS
TIMETABLES for Country Area
North, No 1, June, and Country
Area South, No 2, July. Each has
been bound into hard covers,
possibly officially, with the title in
gold-leaf on the spine. Both are
in excellent condition, contents
almost as new. [2]

Estimate: £60 to £80

Selection of London
Underground small ENAMEL, TIN
& PLASTIC SIGNS, one is a
souvenir sign, the others appear
to be genuine, plus a wooden
FIRST-AID BOX (empty),
c1930s/40s, marked 'Works &
Building Dept', plus a quantity of
Underground office RUBBER
STAMPS in varying condition plus
a selection of Bakerloo Line
STAFF ITEMS comprising 2 x
Parker BALLPOINT PENS
engraved 'Bakerloo Line etc', a
1997 Health & Safety FOLDER &
a 2007 DIARY. [Quantity]

Estimate: £50 to £60
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Lot

116

Lot

119

Selection of London Transport
'wages grade' CAP BADGES
comprising tram/trolleybus
driver/conductor (Gaunt), bus
driver/conductor (Firmin),
Underground driver (Gaunt, very
minor damage to enamel),
Underground guard/station staff
(numbered, chrome version) and
bus conductor instructor
(Firmin), all complete with fixing
lugs, plus 20 SOUVENIR PIN
BADGES for various bus
companies etc, most have had
pins removed. [25]

c1909 Central London Railway
POCKET MAP. The cover and
reverse side are CLR's own,
including their traditional map of
their line superimposed on a
street-map but the main map is
the then standard London
Electric Railways version which
had been made available to nonGroup companies as a gesture of
support for a network approach.
A well-used copy with wear to
the cover and short fold-partings
in places but still quite
reasonable. [1]

Estimate: £80 to £100

Estimate: £80 to £90

Lot

Lot

117

London Transport Inspector's
TIMETABLE of Trams and
Trolleybuses dated April 17, 1946
together with AMENDMENT
LEAFLET No 1 dated August 21,
1946. Timetable is in excellent
condition, back page of
amendment leaflet is loose. [2]

Estimate: £50 to £60

120

A City of London enamel STREET
SIGN from Queen Street, EC4, a
short thoroughfare situated
between Cannon Street and
Queen Victoria Street in
London's financial district.
Measures 40" x 32" (102cm x
71cm) and comes with its original
alloy frame. Thought to date
from the 1970s/80s and in very
good, ex-use condition. [1]

Estimate: £250 to £300
Lot

118

Lot
LCC Tramways paper FARECHART
for Kingsway Subway route 31
between Hackney and
Tooting/Wandsworth. Undated
but c1932. A standard-sized issue
for E/1 or HR2 cars. Horizontal
fold creases but generally in
good condition. [1]

Estimate: £70 to £90

121

London Underground O/P/QStock enamel DESTINATION
PLATE reading 'District' on one
side and 'Metropolitan' on the
other. Black lettering on a yellow
background. This sign is a swivelplate for the lower position in
the destination indicator. In
good, ex-use condition. [1]

Estimate: £60 to £80
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Lot

122

London Transport Country Area
Buses OFFICIAL'S AREA
TIMETABLES for North-West
District dated 5.12.1945,
15.10.1958 & 7.6.1961 (in good,
used condition) plus 5 x LOCAL
ROAD & RAIL TIMETABLES for
various areas dated 1958-1964,
all in excellent condition. [8]

Estimate: £60 to £80

Lot

123

London Transport trolleybus
depôt ALLOCATION STENCIL
PLATES as used on the sides of
trolleybuses from 1951 to c1960.
These plates are for Fulwell (FW)
and Hanwell (HL) depôts. In
good, used condition. [2]

Estimate: £60 to £80

Lot

124

London Transport coach stop
enamel E-PLATES for other
operators' long-distance coach
services into London comprising
'Eastern Counties Express
Services' and '200 United
Counties'. Both have green
lettering and are in good, ex-stop
condition, the first has a little
weathering. [2]

Estimate: £60 to £80

Lot

125

London Transport 1950s/60s
Country Buses BUS & COACH
STOP SHELTER PLATE
'Broadwater' from a 'Keston'type wooden shelter in this
suburb of Stevenage which
would have been served by RT,
RF and RMC buses and coaches
on routes 303/303A, 340B, 390,
and 716/716A. A single-sided,
flanged enamel sign, 18" (42cm)
square. Some small chips but
good overall. [1]

Estimate: £220 to £270

Lot

126

Selection of London
Underground paper STATION
NAME POSTERS as used for
temporary signs etc. These
would be pasted on the bar of
the platform bullseye or roundel
sign. Estimated date 1960s/70s.
All different, includes names
such as Arsenal, Highbury, King's
Cross, Trafalgar Square etc. In
very good, unused condition.
[12]

Estimate: £30 to £40

Lot

127

London "General" Omnibus
Company bus
driver's/conductor's CAP BADGE
in blue enamel as issued from
c1914 until 1933. In very good,
lightly-used condition. [1]

Estimate: £50 to £75
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Lot

128

1924 British Empire Exhibition at
Wembley official fold-out PLAN
& MAP designed by Kennedy
North in a style similar to
MacDonald Gill with an
Underground map with
calligraphed station names and
elaborate, colourful illustrations
plus a 1920s Metropolitan
Railway MAP of 'Extension Lines
into Metro-Land' with a map of
London area lines on the reverse.
Both in used condition with a
little wear but good overall. [2]

Lot

130

1929 London General Omnibus
Company & Shell Petrol
PROMOTIONAL PUBLICATION
'No Change after 23 Years'
commemorating 23 years of
London motor-buses running on
Shell petrol. Opens out to a 29" x
19" (74cm x48cm) poster with
facts & figures, statistics and
photos of buses and petrol
tankers, old and new. One short
split on the centre-fold and some
age-foxing on the cover,
otherwise in very good
condition. A most unusual item.
[1]

Estimate: £60 to £80
Estimate: £50 to £60
Lot

129

Lot
Large quantity of London
Transport PIN & OTHER BADGES
comprising a 1972 hallmarked
silver/enamel Ambulance Centre
medallion and another
Ambulance centre pin badge,
various safe-driving medals, 12 x
London General lapel badges, 70
+ Camberwell Garage 'Q' badges
and sundry other badges eg LT
Golden Jubilee, Shillibeer 1979,
bus driver/conductor lapel badge
etc. All in very good to mint
condition. [Quantity]

Estimate: £40 to £50

131

1912 London Underground
POCKET MAP "London's Guiding
Star" printed by George Philip &
Son Ltd and featuring the vertical
UndergrounD logo. This issue
marks stations with blackoutlined white circles and shows
the Met station as Hammersmith
(Grove). The reverse shows a
theatre plan, places of
amusement etc. The 'Guiding
Star' version of this map is quite
uncommon. A little agedarkening but otherwise in very
good condition. [1]

Estimate: £120 to £140
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Lot

132

Quantity of Ian Allan 'ABC'
BOOKLETS of London Transport
services (mainly buses and
coaches) dated between 1944
and 1964. The early editions are
well-used with underlinings and
illustrations removed, the later
editions, from 1953 on (a small
majority), are in good to
excellent, unmarked condition.
[20]

Lot

135

London Transport bus stop
ROUTE NUMBER PLATE for route
285 destinated Feltham,
Kingston, New Malden.
Measuring 12" x 8" (31cm x
20cm) and made of painted
aluminium, it is believed that this
irregular size 'e-plate' was made
for the bus station at Heathrow
Airport where non-standard
fittings were used. In good, exuse condition, light scratches. [1]

Estimate: £60 to £80
Estimate: £50 to £60
Lot

133

Lot
Quantity (22) of Ian Allan 'ABC'
BOOKLETS of London Transport
services (mainly buses and
coaches) dated between 1948
and 1969 plus 1 ABC 'Buses &
Coaches'. The early editions are
well-used with underlinings, the
later editions, from July 1952 on
are generally in good to very
good, unmarked condition. Plus
4 BOOKS/BOOKLETS dated
1950-1990 on London
buses/trams from Ian Allan,
Oakwood Press, Dryhurst
Publications, in good condition.
[27]

136

London Transport bus stop
ROUTE NUMBER PLATE for Green
Line route 727 Express
destinated Crawley. Measuring
12" x 8" (31cm x 20cm) and
made of painted aluminium, it is
believed that this irregular size
'e-plate' was made for the bus
station at Heathrow Airport
where non-standard fittings were
used. In good, ex-use condition,
light scratches. [1]

Estimate: £50 to £60

Estimate: £60 to £80

Lot

134

January 1914 London General
Omnibus Company pocket MAP
AND GUIDE of bus services. This
is a fine example, a little weak
and starting to part at some folds
and corners but still good overall.
[1]

Estimate: £60 to £80
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Lot

137

London Transport TROLLEYBUS
FARECHART, double-sided card
dated 1960 with routes 645/660
on one side and 662/666 on the
other. Vendor advises that this
was procured at Colindale
scrapyard in 1962, somewhat
ironic as the vehicle with this
chart would have previously
passed that point in service every
day. In usual ex-use condition,
frayed at one edge. [1]

Lot

140

London Underground O/P/QStock enamel DESTINATION
PLATE for Edgware Road &
Plaistow on the District Line
and/or Hammersmith & City
Line. Double-sided, reversable. In
ex-use condition with a few chips
to the enamel. [1]

Estimate: £70 to £90

Lot

141

Estimate: £30 to £40

Lot

138

TfL-Rail PLATFORM ROUNDEL
SIGN from Forest Gate station on
the line from Liverpool Street to
Shenfield taken over by TfL in
2015 and to become part of the
Elizabeth Line in 2018.
Aluminium surfaces over plastic
interior. Measures 37" (94cm)
square and in good, ex-use
condition. [1]

Private EPHEMERA of London's
transport comprising an October
1937 BINDER compiled by L M R
Nicholson of 'Home Counties
Independent Operators working
in London Transport border
territory' (contains timetable
extracts) and a privately-bound
( by E S Shirras) VOLUME OF IAN
ALLAN ABCs: No 1 Buses &
Coaches, No 2 Trams &
Trolleybuses and No 3
Underground, parts 1 & 2. The
former item shows some ageing,
the latter is in good condition. [2]

Estimate: £40 to £50
Estimate: £30 to £40
Lot

139

Lot
TfL-Rail PLATFORM ROUNDEL
SIGN from Seven Kings station on
the line from Liverpool Street to
Shenfield taken over by TfL in
2015 and to become part of the
Elizabeth Line in 2018.
Aluminium surfaces over plastic
interior. Measures 37" (94cm)
square and in good, ex-use
condition. [1]

142

London Transport bus stop
enamel Q-PLATE 'Queue this side
for 402, 431A, 471, 493, Queue
other side for 51, 51A'. An
unusual plate, featuring both
Country and Central Area routes,
that would have been located
Green Street Green. Very minor
edge-chips but generally in
excellent, ex-stop condition. [1]

Estimate: £40 to £50
Estimate: £140 to £160
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Lot

143

3 x London Underground
GUARDS' EQUIPMENT BAGS (2
used, one unused) of the
tradtional type with bullseye
logo plus a c1980s DRIVER'S BAG
in used condition. Plus 8 x small
EMERGENCY CANDLES (unused)
ex-38 Tube Stock which were
used pre-1960s, before the
fitting of emergency lighting, in
the event of power failure in the
tunnels. [12]

Lot

146

London Transport TIMETABLE
BOOKLET of Buses, Coaches &
Main Line Rlys for the SouthWest Area dated January 1937.
In good condition, lightly used,
corroded staples. Fold-out maps
are present. [1]

Estimate: £50 to £70

Lot

147

Estimate: £40 to £50

Lot

144

London Underground POCKET
MAP for Winter 1924/25
(November 1924) plus a selection
of 7 Underground LINE
EXTENSION PAMPHLETS for the
Bakerloo Line (1939) and the
Central Line from 1946-48. All in
lightly-used to good condition.
[8]

Estimate: £60 to £80

Lot

145

London Transport bus stop
enamel E-PLATE for route 323A
'Eastern National' in green
lettering. Whilst there was a
London Transport 323A in the
Grays area, we have not been
able to trace an Eastern National
service with this number and it's
possible that this plate was made
in error. In excellent condition,
possibly unused. [1]

London Transport bus stop
enamel Q-PLATE 'Alighting Point
only for Buses Terminating Here'.
In good, ex-stop condition. [1]

Estimate: £50 to £70

Lot

148

Pre-1914 London & NorthWestern Railway fold-out MAP
OF THE BRITISH ISLES with inset
London Tube Railways map. A
high-quality linen-backed map of
the national rail network (opens
out to 34" x 42" - 87cm x 107cm)
inside leathercloth covers with
gilt lettering. Undated but first
owner has written May 27/14
inside the cover and the
Underground inset map shows
the CLR from Shepherds Bush to
Bank only (extended to Liverpool
St in 1912). In very good
condition. [1]

Estimate: £60 to £80

Estimate: £30 to £40
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Lot

149

1927 Railway Clearing House
'Official Railway MAP of London
& its Environs'. These highly
detailed, coloured maps were
produced to help the office staff
of the RCH to apportion the
revenues to the railway
companies from the operation of
services over each other's tracks.
This London area poster map is
produced in two sections, each
measuring 28.5" x 42" (73cm x
107cm). In used condition with
some short edge tears, a small
edge loss and light creasing. [2
parts]

Estimate: £60 to £80

Lot

150

London Transport 1950s/60s
enamel COACH STOP FLAG
'Request'. A traditional 'boat'type (two-sided, hollow) flag
complete with fixing rods and
numbered 20209 underneath.
Measures 18" x 15" (46cm x
38cm) and is in very good, ex-use
condition with just a few
small/tiny chips at the top &
bottom edges and very minor
weathering. [1]

Lot

151

London Underground enamel
PLATFORM ROUNDEL from
Oxford Circus Station. This is a
medium-size sign measuring 44"
(112cm) across by 36" (92cm)
high, c1980s, and comes
complete with bronze frame. In
very good condition (edge chips
to the bar are hidden by the
frame). [3 parts + frame]

Estimate: £700 to £900

Lot

152

1947 London Transport POSTER
'By Green Line from Hyde Park
Corner'. A pair poster (2 x double
royal) issued in April 1947 for the
start of the first summer of the
fully re-instated coach network
after WW2. Has the pre-war style
'bullseye' logo plus a map of
Hyde Park Corner and an
alphabetical list of towns/places
served by Green Line from there.
R/h poster is scuffed at the r/h
edge & has a small loss at the
bottom r/h corner, otherwise the
pair is in good condition. [Pair]

Estimate: £50 to £60

Estimate: £90 to £110
Lot

153

Thames Valley timetable panel
enamel HEADER PLATE.
Measures 21" x 3.25" (54cm x
8cm). Some small chips, mainly
at the edges, but generally good.
[1]

Estimate: £60 to £80
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Lot

154

London Underground 1950s/60s
enamel STATION FRIEZE PLATE
for the Piccadilly Line with the
line name on the bar of a
traditional London Transport
bullseye. Measures 20" x 9.5"
(71cm x 24cm) and is the slightly
deeper type used at Green Park
station. A few small chips around
the screw-holes but otherwise in
very good condition. [1]

Estimate: £80 to £100

Lot

155

London Underground linen-card
POCKET MAP from the
Stingemore-designed series of
1925-32. This is the c1928-9
issue, yellow cover version, with
none of the later line extensions
shown. Apart from a couple of
small, light stains, in very good,
crisp condition. [1]

Estimate: £90 to £110

Lot

156

Underground Group/LT
EPHEMERA comprising a WW1
BOOKLET 'Half Day Tours around
London for Men on Leave', 8 x
1/2-plate official PHOTOGRAPHS,
c1920s, of workshops, possibly
Chiswick Bus Works, plus 2
postcard-size PHOTOGRAPHS of
No 1 boiler being delivered in
1953 to Aldenham Bus Works
plus 3 PEWTER MUGS, 2 marked
for LT Sports Association Cricket
winners 1956 & 1957 and 1
marked 'Aldgate East Station, Oct
1938'. [14]

Estimate: £30 to £40

Lot

157

c1911 London Underground
Railways CARD POCKET MAP,
considered by many to be the
true ancestor of today's Tube
map and the first to be printed
on linen-card in a handy size.
Features the vertical
UndergrounD logo on the cover.
In very good condition. [1]

Estimate: £130 to £150
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Lot

158

London Transport ('LPTB') Road
Transport (Central Buses)
BOUND VOLUME OF TRAFFIC
CIRCULARS for the year 1938.
Circulars 125 to 151 bound for
official purposes by LT. Some
wear to the cover, particularly on
the spine where there are some
small losses but the contents are
good. Bound volumes of Central
Bus Traffic Circulars are very
seldom seen, even less so for
pre-WW2 issues. [1]

Lot

161

London Transport bus stop
enamel E-PLATE for night route
N82 'Alighting Point Only'. This
was a one-bus operation
between New Cross & Woolwich
which had its origins in former
tram route 46. We haven't been
able to determine where this
unusually-worded plate would
have been located but it may
have been outside New Cross
bus garage. A scarce plate in very
good, ex-stop condition. [1]

Estimate: £60 to £80
Estimate: £60 to £80
Lot
Lot

162

159

London Transport trolleybus
items comprising a rear
REGISTRATION PLATE EXV 82
from 1939 all-Leyland K1-class
vehicle 1082 plus a DEPOT
ALLOCATION STENCIL HOLDER
with painted 'HT' (Highgate) code
and bearing part reference no
TB/A/1413 on the reverse.
Vendor advises that these items
were procured in Colindale
scrapyard in 1961/62. Both in
much-used, ex-vehicle condition.
[2]

1939 London Transport POSTER
MAP of Central Bus Routes with
index of places served. Map is
contained in an official glazed,
wooden frame marked 'London
Transport' (in contemporary style
with over and underlining) at the
lower edge. Measures 36" x 28"
(92cm x 72cm) in total and is in
good condition. Lot includes a
copy of the May 1931 LCC
Tramways MAP & TIMETABLE in
good condition. [2]

Estimate: £60 to £80

Estimate: £90 to £110

Lot

160

Quantity of 1950s London
Transport Trolleybus
CONDUCTORS' FARECHARTS for a
wide variety of routes between
623 and 699 with no apparent
duplication. Dates noted in the
range 1952-1955. All in good
condition. [54]

Estimate: £60 to £80
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Lot

163

London Transport enamel BUS
STOP FLAG 'Request', an E3
version with runners for 3 eplates on each side. This is an
example of the less common
transitional type from the 1980s
with the new design but still
carrying traditional runners. A
'boat'-type (two-sided, hollow)
flag. Measures 18" x 20.5" (46cm
x 53cm) and is in excellent
condition. [1]

Lot

166

London Transport bus
FLEETNUMBER BONNET PLATE
from Metro-Cammell-bodied
Leyland RTL 739. The original bus
bearing this number entered
service at R (Riverside,
Hammersmith) garage in 1950
and the last RTL 739 finished
service at GM (Gillingham Street,
Victoria) garage in 1966, the bus
being scrapped the following
year. In ex-vehicle condition. [1]

Estimate: £120 to £140
Estimate: £120 to £140
Lot

164

Lot
LCC Tramways LEAFLETS from
the 1920s/early 1930s
comprising 'Maximum Midday
Fare', 'Holidays in London',
Treasure Houses' (loose pages)
and 'London's Tramways to the
West End'. Plus editions 1-5
(April-August 1924) of the
MAGAZINE 'Travel by Road Monthly Illustrated' (corroded
staples, one with loose cover).
[9]

Estimate: £30 to £40

Lot

165

Quantity of London Underground
CARD SEASON TICKETS dated
between 1930 and 1973, all are
1/2-rate or 2/3-rate, monthly,
quarterly and (school) term
issues. A few unissued examples
but most have been issued.
Condition varies from well-used
to excellent. [86]

Estimate: £120 to £140

167

London Transport bus
BODYBUILDER'S PLATE for
Metropolitan Cammell Carriage
& Wagon Co Ltd from one of the
450 RTL-type Leyland 7RTs with
bodies built by this firm in
1949-50. Most unusually, this
example includes the code 'RT 7',
a variation of this plate we have
not seen before. Minor denting
around the centre screw-holes
but otherwise in very good exvehicle condition. [1]

Estimate: £100 to £120

Lot

168

Selection of 1940s/50s London
Transport BUS STOP PANEL
TIMETABLES for route 65 dated
between 1947 and 1954. All
different and may well be a
complete run for that period.
Folded, some with pencilled
dates etc but generally in good
condition. [23]

Estimate: £40 to £50
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Lot

169

Selection of 1940s/50s London
Transport BUS STOP PANEL
TIMETABLES for route 55 dated
between 1946 and 1954. All
different and may well be a
complete run for that period.
Folded, some with pencilled
dates etc but generally in good
condition. [15]

Lot

172

London General Omnibus
Company Inspector's CAP BADGE
of the laurel-leaf type in nickelsilver with an enamelled scroll
reading 'Inspector'. This type of
badge was worn from c1910 until
1933. Lightly used and generally
very good apart from a very
small enamel loss around the 'O'.
[1]

Estimate: £30 to £40
Estimate: £80 to £100
Lot

170

Lot
1919 London Underground MAP
OF THE ELECTRIC RAILWAYS OF
LONDON 'What to See & How to
See it' with print-code
209-500M-18-6-19. Has the
black, open, bullseye circle on
the cover and opens out in 8
panels to 13.7" x 10.9" (34 x
28cm). Some age-darkening and
a bit fragile at the folds with a
couple of short partings but
overall a very reasonable copy.
[1]

173

Selection of London Transport
OFFICIALS' TIMETABLES
(Inspectors' "Red Books") for
Central Area Buses, Trams &
Trolleybuses and Green Line
Coaches comprising editions
dated Oct 11, 1950, July 11, 1951
and 12 October 1960 plus the
special issue for Coronation Day
on 2 June, 1953. All in good, used
condition. [4]

Estimate: £90 to £110
Estimate: £50 to £70
Lot
Lot

174

171

London Transport coach stop
enamel E-PLATE for route 719
destinated Swanley, Victoria,
Hemel Hempstead. This would
have been located on a
northbound stop around the
Farningham area. In very good,
ex-stop condition. [1]

London Transport OFFICIALS'
TIMETABLES (Inspectors' "Red
Books") for Central Area Buses
dated June 1, 1938 and October
29, 1947 (amended by hand to
November 12). The former is well
used with parted covers, the
latter lightly used with names on
cover. [2]

Estimate: £80 to £100

Estimate: £60 to £80
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Lot

175

October 1911 London General
Omnibus Company pocket MAP
AND GUIDE TO OMNIBUS
SERVICES. Featuring a B-type bus
on the cover, this is the 8th
edition of the London bus map, a
series that ran from 1911 to
1993. This is a fine example, a
little weak at some folds and
corners but still good overall. [1]

Estimate: £60 to £80

Lot

178

London Transport Buses
Assistant Chief Instructor's CAP
BADGE. The early 1960s issue,
made of gold-coloured basemetal with enamel inlays and
raised turquoise infills, as issued
to senior training officials based
at Chiswick works and who were
in charge of teams led by senior
instructors. Apart from very light
surface scratches, this example is
in excellent condition. [1]

Estimate: £160 to £180
Lot

176

Lot
Flanged enamel DIRECTIONAL
STREET SIGN 'Hounslow West
Station' with arrow and London
Transport bullseye. Probably a
local authority highway sign as
the script is not genuine
Johnston. Thought to date from
the late 1960s/early 1970s.
Measures 39" x 12" (99cm x
30cm). A little weathered from a
long period in situ with some
well-executed surface repairs
and chips at the edges/on the
flange but still good overall. [1]

Estimate: £180 to £220

Lot

177

179

c1898 London Underground MAP
'The District Railway Map of
London, 6th edition'. 1st issue of
this edition, shows Putney Bridge
& Wimbledon section as inset,
line to Bow & Southend etc
dotted in red & Great Western
extension to Park Royal dotted in
blue. Tube lines are shown
dotted in blue (under
construction) except for the
C&SLR between King William St
& Stockwell, shown as solid line.
Opens out to 43" x 26" (109cm x
66cm). In good, used condition
with some wear & a few short
fold-partings. [1]

Estimate: £70 to £90
Selection of London Transport
'To and from' SLIPBOARD
POSTERS for RT-type buses dated
1960s/70s for various
destinations, all different and
unused. [9]

Estimate: £30 to £40
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Lot

180

London Transport 1950s/60s
enamel BUS & COACH STOP FLAG
'Request'. A traditional 'boat'type (two-sided, hollow) flag
numbered 21578 underneath.
This is the less common version
with a black bar, thought to have
been an experiment to provide
better legibility. Measures 18" x
15" (46cm x 38cm) and has some
chips from use but retains strong
colouring and a good shine. [1]

Lot

London Transport trolleybus
depôt ALLOCATION STENCIL
PLATES as used on the sides of
trolleybuses from 1951 to c1960.
These plates are for Poplar (PR)
and West Ham (WH) depôts. In
good, used condition. [2]

Estimate: £60 to £80

Lot

Estimate: £120 to £140

Lot

181

London Transport bus stop
enamel E-PLATE for route 203
Mon-Fri Peak Hours Fare Stage.
This would have been located on
the short bifurcation to Ashford
Station which ran in rush hours
between 1976-1978. In good, exstop condition. [1]

183

184

London Transport 1970s enamel
bus stop FARE STAGE SIGN,
double sided with two plates and
connecting brackets, in very
good ex-use condition, plus 2
c1960s RT/RM bus SLIPBOARD
POSTERS for Brands Hatch and
Biggin Hill plus a 1961 bus stop
PANEL POSTER 'Buses for
Trolleybuses', 659 to 259. The
posters are backed onto thick
card. [4]

Estimate: £40 to £50

Estimate: £50 to £60
Lot
Lot

185

182

London Transport Tramways
paper FARECHART dated
November 1949 for route 58
between Victoria Station and
Blackwall Tunnel. A larger-size
chart to fit the standard cars. Has
been framed behind clear acrylic,
was once folded, otherwise
appears to be in good condition.
[1]

Estimate: £30 to £40

London Transport bus stop
PANEL POSTER "BYELAWS TROLLEYBUSES" being the 1947
laws printed in 1955 onto a
1953-issue poster with the classic
red & white slanted bullseyes
edging. Contents advise
intending passengers of all the
things they must not do on a
trolleybus. Size approx A4 x 3
vertical with the usual holes at
the top for fixing inside the
timetable panel. Light wear but
generally in very good condition.
Folded. [1]

Estimate: £30 to £40
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Lot

186

London Transport bus stop
enamel Q-PLATE 'Also Alighting
Point for Buses terminating at
Enfield Town'. A G6-size plate
(equating to 6 e-plates). Some
edge-repairs but still a fine
example with a good shine. [1]

Estimate: £140 to £160

Lot

187

Lot

189

London Transport ROUTE
NUMBER STENCIL PLATE '336' for
the RLH-type, low-height buses
working out of Amersham garage
from 1950-65 and probably also
for the ST-types operated before
them. These plates were located
in the lower rear window of
these buses as they did not have
a destination blind box at the
back. In very good, ex-use
condition. [1]

Estimate: £50 to £75
1932 London General Country
Services TIMETABLE BOOKLET of
Omnibus & Coach Services,
Southern Division for Winter
1932-33 (issue dated 5.10.32). A
190pp booklet in good condition
apart from a short tear to the
front cover and corroded staples.
[1]

Estimate: £30 to £40

Lot

190

Green Line Coaches Ltd driver's
& conductor's CAP BADGE issued
between 1930-1933. In standard
Underground Group style. Badge
is in very good, lightly-used
condition. [1]

Estimate: £60 to £80
Lot

188

Lot
1909 London Underground
POCKET MAP 'What to See and
How to See it, The Excursionists'
Guide with Map'. This is the map
with numbers referring to points
of interest listed on the reverse.
Ex-guidebook example with the
usual printer's cut-out at the
bottom r/h edge and folded
accordingly. A trace of adhesive
on the reverse edge where once
attached to the guidebook but
otherwise in good condition. [1]

191

London Bus Driver's and
Conductor's PSV LICENCE
BADGES. Metropolitan Traffic
Area badges N97458 and N86597
respectively, believed to have
first been issued in the 1960s.
Both in lightly-used but very
good condition, horseshoe
fittings on reverse. [2]

Estimate: £50 to £60

Estimate: £70 to £90
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Lot

192

London Transport bus stop
enamel E-PLATE for route 260
Mon-Fri & Sunday (Sunday in
red). From the time (1960s/70s)
when this route operated in
rather complicated overlapping
sections. In very good, ex-stop
condition. [1]

Estimate: £50 to £60

Lot

193

Quantity of London Underground
CARD MONTHLY SEASON TICKETS
dated between 1922 and 1976.
Includes some 1st-class issues
and Metropolitan Railway
examples. A small number of
unissued examples but nearly all
have been issued. Condition
varies from lightly-used to
excellent. [approx 130]

Estimate: £150 to £180

Lot

194

A City of London STREET SIGN
from Billiter Square, EC3, a small
thoroughfare off Fenchurch St in
London's financial district ('the
City'). An opal glass sign in its
original aluminium frame,
measuring 18" (46cm) square, we
estimate it to date from the
1950s. In very good, ex-use
condition. [1]

Lot

195

Selection of WW2 London
Transport Underground PAPER
STICKERS dated September 1944
with instructions on reverse 'Post
on Air Raids Poster' (at named
stations) and giving details of
Availability of Tickets on
alternative forms of transport
(bus, tram, trolleybus, Southern
Railway) in the event of air raid
alerts. All different and in very
good condition apart from small
punched holes, presumably for
filing. Most unusual items. [5]

Estimate: £30 to £40

Lot

196

November 1912 London General
Omnibus Company pocket MAP
AND GUIDE TO OMNIBUS
SERVICES. Featuring a B-type bus
on the cover, this is the 21st
edition of the London bus map, a
series that ran from 1911 to
1993. This is a fine example, just
a couple of tiny partings but very
good overall. [1]

Estimate: £60 to £80

Estimate: £250 to £300
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Lot

197

London Underground vintage
(c1920s or earlier) STATION
HEADWALL EMERGENCY
TELEPHONE UNIT in wooden box,
with enamel 'Private' sign on
front, containing an ancient
(French-made) 2-piece telephone
with a notice advising that lifting
of the receiver will remove the
traction current. In visibly good
ex-use condition but not tested!
[1]

Estimate: £40 to £50

Lot

Lot

200

Bristol Tramways & Carriage Co
Ltd POSTER 'But you will prefer
to travel by....' with an
illustration of a character on a
horse & cart. Undated but carries
the Tilling Company logo, so is
1930s/40s, and may well be wartime as the character is drawn as
a wide-shouldered 'spiv'. Signed
by the artist but signature
illegible (to us!). Measures 20" x
40" (50cm x 76cm), has some
scuffs and tiny tears, mainly at
the lefthand edge & a very small
loss bottom l/h corner but is
otherwise good. [1]

198

Estimate: £50 to £60
London Underground enamel
PLATFORM FRIEZE PLATE of the
first type, thought to be just
post-WW2, featuring a simple
bullseye symbol in red and blue.
These were placed alongside the
station name and were
superceded by the later, more
common type, with the line
name across the bar and the
symbol in line colours. Measures
15" x 7.5" (39cm x 19cm) and is
in excellent condition. [1]

Estimate: £80 to £100

Lot

199

1979 London Underground quadroyal POSTER MAP designed by
Paul Garbutt. Shows the Jubilee
Line open from Stanmore to
Charing Cross. Some creases,
small edge-scuffs and some
damp stains near the edges but
overall very reasonable. [1]

Lot

201

Selection of ART PRINTS on
heavy quality paper, by Terry
McKirragan issued by Volvo Bus
(GB) in 1981 of B58 coaches in
service in Europe, carrying
Plaxton Viewmaster, Duple
Dominant III, Jonckheere
Bermuda and Van Hool Alizee
bodies, two copies of each print,
size 16" x 12" (42cm x 30cm) in
good condition, with covering
letter from Volvo. Plus sundry
Irish & other ART PRINTS incl
Cutty Sark Tall Ships Race, Cork
1991 & others, most in good
condition. [15]

Estimate: £30 to £40

Estimate: £80 to £100
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Lot

202

London Transport quad-royal
POSTER MAPS comprising 1959
'Central Bus & Trolleybus Routes'
(folded, some creases & scuffs)
and 1962 'London's Transport
Systems' - Underground, bus,
Green Line coach & BR lines
(folded, some creases, small
edge tears & scuffs, 'You are
Here' sticker partially detached
and re-attached opposite,
Victoria Line neatly added by
hand from Victoria to
Walthamstow). [2]

Lot

204

1930s POSTER for South Wales
Express coach service from
London to Swansea/Llanelly. This
operator was acquired by Black
& White and Red & White in
1933. Undated but style suggests
early 1930s. Features illustration
of one of the company's coaches.
No artist's name but produced by
'Hellier-Denselow Studio' in
almost identical style to the
previous lot. Measures 10" x 15"
(26cm x 38cm) and in good
condition, just the odd small
scuff and stain at the edges. [1]

Estimate: £50 to £60
Estimate: £50 to £60
Lot

203

Lot
1930s POSTER for Majestic
Express coach service from
London to Manchester, 'Pioneers
of Manchester and London
Service'. This small operator
passed to North-Western in 1932
but remained a trading name
until the 1950s. Undated but
style suggests early 1930s.
Features illustration of one of the
company's coaches. No artist's
name but produced by 'London
Studios'. See also next lot.
Measures 10" x 15" (26cm x
38cm) and in good condition, just
minor signs of age. [1]

205

Original c1934/5 London
Transport POSTER 'Road-Rail
Tickets' issued for pasting on
buses to publicise through tickets
to the Underground. Features a
classic art-deco border by an
unknown artist, the poster is not
listed by the LT Museum.
Undated but the style of
Underground logo in the centre
suggests 1935/35. Measures 30"
x 20" (76cm x51cm) and linenbacked. In very good condition.
[1]

Estimate: £70 to £90
Estimate: £50 to £60
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Lot

206

London Transport POSTERS
comprising 1958 'To Town
Tonight' by Philip Thompson
(1928-2007) (25" x 33", 64cm x
84cm), 1960 'Keep Britain Tidy',
artist unknown (8" x 23", 21cm x
59cm), 1960 'Avoid Rush Hour
Travel' by Victor Galbraith (8" x
12", 21cm x 31cm) and 1960
'Travel Enquiries/Lost Property'
by Tom Eckersley (1914-1997)
(bus interior poster 8" x 26",
21cm x 66cm). The last is used
with a small corner loss, the
others have creases, folds, scuffs
etc. [4]

Lot

209

Selection of Irish & German
TRANSPORT & TRAVEL POSTERS,
mainly from the 1960s-70s, a few
more recent. Includes Sealink
examples, coach tours in the
mountains of Mourne, salmon
fisheries, U-Bahn Nürnberg,
Germany's first railway and
more. In various poster sizes,
some quite large. Variable
condition, some with tears,
creases & scuffs, others very
reasonable. The larger examples
are folded once. [15]

Estimate: £50 to £60

Estimate: £40 to £50
Lot
Lot

207

Original 1961 London Transport
double-royal POSTERS 'In those
vernal seasons... (London parks)
by Harry Stevens 1919-2008
(creased with edge-scuffs and
short tear) and 'London Markets'
by Gaynor Chapman 1935-2000
(small edge-tear and the odd
crease). [2]

Estimate: £50 to £60

Lot

210

208

London Transport double-royal
POSTERS comprising 1963
Underground Centenary by Peter
Roberson (fold creases & edge
tears), 1960 'Your new Met' by
William Fenton (edge scuffs &
tears, taped corner repair), 1961
'Drive a London bus' (crumpled
edges, tape repairs on reverse)
and 1960s Metropolitan Line
blank for emergency notices
(corner cut out, crumpled edge
and tears). [4]

Estimate: £40 to £50

Original 1938 London Transport
double-royal POSTER 'To Box
Hill' and 'To Chalfont St Giles'.
Designed by 'Aufseeser', who is
believed to have been Ernst
Aufseeser (1880-1940). The
poster promoted Green Line
coach services K1/K2/K3 and R
respectively. Linen-backed and
overall in good condition with a
few minor edge-scuffs. [1]

Estimate: £40 to £60
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Lot

211

Original London Transport
double-royal POSTERS
comprising 1958 'London Rovers'
by Peter Roberson (1907-1989)
(pin-holes, edge-scuffs & small
tears, creases) and 1961 'We
Londoners' by Dorrit Dekk
(b1917) (strong edge-scuffing on
lower r/h edge, some creases).
[2]

Estimate: £50 to £60

Lot

Lot

213

Original 1939 London Transport
PANEL POSTER 'Green Line Coach
Guide No 3, 1939 - Summer
Timetables' by 'Beath' (John
Myles Fleming, 1913-1991) who
designed posters for LT from
1936-1954. These posters were
pasted onto the glass vestibules
near the doors of Underground
cars from the 1930s until the
1970s. Size 12.5" x 10" (32cm x
26cm). Some light creasing and a
couple of small stains but
generally in good condition. [1]

212

Estimate: £40 to £50
Original 1953 London Transport
double-royal POSTER 'Coronation
Day' detailing closed and
restricted Underground stations
plus a POSTER MAP (36" x 24" or
91cm x 60cm) 'Coronation 1953 Royal Route - Bus Arrangements'
showing areas closed to traffic
etc and presumably produced for
official use either by LT or the
Metropolitan Police. Both have
been folded and have some
edge-scuffs and chafing but are
in very reasonable condition. [2]

Estimate: £50 to £60

Lot

214

London Transport POSTERS
comprising bus adverts for
Dunlop C41 tyres (1960s) and
1958 'Hop on a bus' by Lobban
plus 1961 'Red Rovers' by the
Clement Dane Studio, a 1961 bus
interior poster 'Portable Radios'
and an Underground bullseye
with Earl's Court sticker. Plus 3
1960s ROSPA Fire Safety
POSTERS, 1960s POSTER for TV
series 'Crane' (all 20" x 30", 51cm
x 76cm) & a small 1950s Auxiliary
Fire Service POSTER. Some with
losses, creases, folds and tears.
[10]

Estimate: £40 to £50
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Lot

215

Original 1964 London Transport
double-royal POSTER 'Some
London Centenaries'
(Shakespeare, Marlowe,
Vanbrugh & Hogarth) by John
Farleigh (1900-1965) who
designed posters for LCC
Tramways and LT from
1922-1963. A few edge-scuffs
and light creases but a good copy
overall. [1]

Estimate: £40 to £50

Lot

218

Quantity of 1970s Scottish
TRANSPORT & TRAVEL POSTERS
including Glasgow Underground,
Victorian transport, Travel Pass
(French Belgian), History of
Glasgow buses, Loch steamers
'Queen Mary' & 'Maid of the
Loch' and many more. Mostly
standard poster sizes, some
smaller types too. Very variable
condition, some with damage,
small losses, tears, folds and
creases, others are good. [24]

Estimate: £60 to £70
Lot

216

Lot
Original 1961 London Transport
double-royal POSTERS 'Green
Thought - Green Rover' by
Edward Bartelt (pin-holes,
creases, small edge-tear, light
foxing stains near lower edge)
and 'Hampstead Heath - Country
Walks' by Susanna Bolt (multiple
folds, edge-scuffs, pin-holes, light
foxing stains near lower edge).
[2]

219

Original 1952 London Transport
POSTER 'Out and About Conducted Coach Tours'.
Designer unknown, this poster is
not listed by LT Museum.
Measures 20" x 30" (50cm x
76cm), some minor edge-scuffs
in places, a tiny tear at the top
edge but otherwise in very good
condition. [1]

Estimate: £50 to £60
Estimate: £40 to £50
Lot

217

Lot
Original 1951 London Transport
POSTER 'Men Conductors
Required' featuring a picture of a
young conductor with his Bell
Punch & ticket rack and an
illustration of an RT/RTL/RTWtype bus. Artist/designer
unknown. Measures 20" x 30"
(50cm x 76cm) and, apart from a
short line mark near the
conductor's raised hand, is in
very good condition. [1]

220

London Transport/London
Country bus stop enamel EPLATES for routes 425 Fare Stage
and 409 Express, the latter white
on blue. Both in very good, exstop condition. [2]

Estimate: £80 to £100

Estimate: £50 to £60
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Lot

221

London Underground enamel
PLATFORM ROUNDEL from King's
Cross St Pancras station.
c1980s/90s and measures 48" x
39" (122cm x 99cm). Complete
with original alloy frame and in
very good condition, just one
small chip noted. [3 parts +
frame]

Estimate: £600 to £800

Lot

222

Metropolitan Railway items
comprising a 1916 stapled
LEAFLET 'Season Ticket Rates'
(corroded staples, otherwise
good), a 'METRO' POCKET
TIMETABLE dated 14 July 1924
(good condition, lightly used)
and the 1932 edition of METROLAND (some wear to covers, foldout map is missing). [3]

Lot

224

London Tram & Trolleybus
METROPOLITAN STAGE
CARRIAGE BADGES T13330
(driver) and T17810 (conductor).
Equivalent to PSV licence badges,
these were issued from
1935-1962 for electric traction in
the capital. Horseshoe clip
fittings on reverses. In well-used
condition with faded lettering
and a very small edge-chip on
the second example. [2]

Estimate: £150 to £200

Lot

225

National Omnibus & Transport
Co Ltd TIMETABLE BOOKLET for
Chelmsford, Colchester and
Grays Districts dated January
1928. Minor stains to covers but
overall a very good copy. [1]

Estimate: £80 to £100
Estimate: £60 to £80
Lot
Lot

226

223

London Underground linen-card
POCKET MAP from the
Stingemore-designed series of
1925-32. This is a special edition
of the c1928-9 issue with pale
green cover, with cover overprint in German re North Sea
crossings to England via Flushing
and Hook of Holland. In very
good, unmarked condition. [1]

London Underground ENAMEL
SIGN 'National Rail' with the NR
logo. Measures 20" x 3" (50cm x
8cm) and in very good condition
other than a couple of chips at
the edges. [1]

Estimate: £40 to £50

Estimate: £120 to £150
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Lot

227

London Transport Routemaster
bus GARAGE ALLOCATION
STENCIL-HOLDERS (part no RM
071 CL2) comprising 'V'
(Turnham Green, closed 1980)
with running number 42, 'UX'
(Uxbridge) with running number
36 and blank ('W' (Cricklewood)
visible under paint) with running
number 151. All in good, ex-use
condition. [3 + 3 plates]

Estimate: £120 to £150

Lot

228

Lot

230

Set of London Underground
Standard (pre-1938) Tube Stock
enamel DESTINATION PLATES
from the Central Line. 3 doublesided plates on the original rings
and reading
Leytonstone/Hainault, Ruislip
Gardens/Special &
MarbleArch/Debden. These
plates were re-used when the
stock was transferred from the
Northern Line and the latter line
destinations can still be
discerned underneath the
Central LIne ones. Ex-use
condition. [Set of 3]

Estimate: £150 to £180
London Transport Routemaster
bus items comprising the
BONNET FLEETNUMBER PLATE
for RM 1600 (the original bus
entered service at Dalson garage
in 1963 and the last RM 1600
was withdrawn from Stamford
Hill in 1986 and scrapped the
following year) plus a HUB-CAP
painted in LT's 'Indian Red' and
complete with plastic AEC badge.
Both in good, ex-use condition.
[2]

Estimate: £80 to £100

Lot

229

1928 London Underground MAP
of the Electric Railways of
London "What to see and how to
travel". December (12/1928)
edition designed by E G Perman
with elaborate calligraphy of
station names and border etc. In
excellent condition, barely a
blemish. [1]

Lot

231

London Transport bus stop
enamel Q-PLATE 'Headstop' plus
an enamel E-PLATE for route 46
Mon-Fri. Both in very good, exstop condition. [2]

Estimate: £40 to £50

Lot

232

Collection of London
Underground brass CASH BAG
TAGS comprising Ealing Common
2, West Kensington 3 and
Hammersmith (EO) 2 from the
District Railway and Caledonian
Road 1 from the London Electric
Railway plus a similar example
from Chesham engraved
'L.N.E.R.'. The tags have been
mounted on a varnished wood
panel, perhaps as a retirement
presentation. [5 tags, mounted]

Estimate: £120 to £140
Estimate: £40 to £50
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Lot

233

London Transport wartime
Trolleybus paper FARECHART for
route 607 from Shepherds Bush
to Uxbridge dated September
1940. Scuffed on the reverse side
at the top, otherwise very good.
Folded. [1]

Lot

236

London Underground UNIFORM
JACKETS, both blue serge with
yellow piping & plastic buttons,
one double-breasted, the other
single-breasted with griffins on
the lapels. No size labels but
appear to be large medium. In
very good condition. [2]

Estimate: £50 to £60
Estimate: £40 to £50
Lot

234

Lot
London Transport wartime
Trolleybus paper FARECHART for
route 609 from Moorgate to
Barnet dated March 1943. The
odd age spot, otherwise very
good. Folded. [1]

Estimate: £50 to £60

Lot

235

London Transport wartime
Trolleybus paper FARECHART for
routes 655 from Clapham Junc to
Hanwell or Acton and route 660
from Craven Park Junction to
Hammersmith dated April 1943.
Scuffed from the reverse side at
the top, otherwise very good.
Folded. [1]

Estimate: £50 to £60

237

London Underground Area
Manager's UNIFORM ITEMS
comprising jacket, 2 pairs of
trousers and 2 waistcoats.
Appear to be unused as all labels
still present. Chest size 102/40,
waist 91/36. A couple of storage
stains, otherwise as new. [5]

Estimate: £40 to £50

Lot

238

London Underground UNIFORM
JACKET, grey summer issue ('dust
jacket'), linen with chrome
'griffin' buttons and yellow
piping, c1960s. Appears to be
unused with original label ('LTE
Railways') present. Size 37 chest,
condition as new. [1]

Estimate: £40 to £50
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Lot

239

London Underground UNIFORM
OVERCOAT, blue serge, doublebreasted, fully lined and with
yellow piping and chrome 'griffin'
buttons, c1960s. No size label
but is a good medium. In very
good, lightly-used condition. [1]

Estimate: £40 to £50

Lot

240

London Transport coach stop
enamel E-PLATE for Green Line
route 725 destinated Croydon,
Hampton Court, Windsor. Likely
to have been located on a
westbound stop in Bromley or
Beckenham. In very good, exstop condition. [1]

Estimate: £120 to £150

Lot

241

General' ENAMEL SIGN, thought
to be a timetable/poster board
header plate for LGOC buses
though it has not been possible
to substantiate this as no
photographic records have been
found. The style of lettering
suggests at least pre-1920 and
our estimated date is c1910.
Measures 30" (76cm) across,
black & white enamel in
generally good condition with a
few scratches and a little
corrosion at the edges and
screw-holes. [1]

Estimate: £80 to £100

Lot

242

1950s/60s London Transport
enamel BUS STOP FLAG, an E3
compulsory version with runners
for 3 e-plates on each side. A
traditional bullseye 'boat' flag,
(two-sided, hollow) measuring
18" x 20.5" (46cm x 52cm). An
excellent example in very good
condition with nothing more
than a couple of minor
blemishes. [1]

Estimate: £150 to £170

Lot

243

1905 London Underground Inner
Circle Trains TIMETABLE POSTER.
December 1905 and until further
notice. No operating company
mentioned but presumably
published jointly by the District
and Metropolitan Railways.
Measures 42.5" x 12" (108cm x
30cm) and in excellent condition
with minor blemishes only.
Folded. [1]

Estimate: £60 to £80

Lot

244

1902 'District [Railway] MAP of
Greater London & Environs', 1st
edition. A paper map inside a
soft cover, it folds out to 42" x
26" (107cm x 66cm). Shows the
Uxbridge extension under
construction, equally the Baker
St & Waterloo tube. Despite
some archive tape repairs to
short sections of fold-partings,
this is a very presentable copy in
good overall condition. [1]

Estimate: £120 to £140
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Lot

245

Large quantity of unused bus
PUNCH TICKETS for Premier
Travel Ltd, the Cambridge-based
bus & coach operator. Tickets are
in packs of 100, two different
sizes, various types, some
duplicated. All in unused
condition. [c1,800]

Estimate: £50 to £60

Lot

246

Lot

248

London Transport bus stop
enamel E-PLATE for route 9
lettered 'Special Journeys Only,
Mortlake'. We haven't been able
to establish the exact location for
this plate but believe it must
have been at a short-working
turning point, for example,
Aldwych, where the bus would
have been facing against the
direction of resumed travel. In
very good, ex-stop condition. [1]

Estimate: £120 to £150

A City of Westminster enamel
STREET SIGN from Vane Street,
SW1, a short thoroughfare off
Vincent Square, near Victoria,
and home to the Rochester
Hotel. The 'Gothic' script of the
heading suggests a vintage of
c1950s. Measures 36" x 12"
(91cm x 30cm), a few chips at the
edges but generally in good, exuse condition. [1]

London Transport bus stop
enamel Q-PLATE 'Queue this side
for 53, 75, Queue other side for
192'. This would have been
located in Woolwich. Repairs at
the top edge but otherwise in
good, ex-stop condition. [1]

Estimate: £200 to £250

Estimate: £100 to £120

Lot

Lot

247

London Transport 1950s/60s
Country Buses BUS & COACH
STOP SHELTER PLATE
'Broxbourne' from a 'Keston'type wooden shelter in this
Hertfordshire town on the A10
which would have been served
by RT, RF and RMC buses and
coaches on routes 310/310A,
327, 393/393A, and 715/715A. A
single-sided, flanged enamel
sign, 18" (42cm) square. The
face is good with minor
blemishes only, the flanged
edges have a fair bit of corrosion.
[1]

Lot

249

250

Selection of East Kent Road Car
Co Ltd EXPRESS SERVICE
LEAFLETS dated between the
1930s and early 1950s. A variety
of destinations and leaflet styles,
all different. In very reasonable
to very good condition. [11]

Estimate: £40 to £50

Estimate: £180 to £220
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Lot

251

Selection of Maidstone & District
Motor Services Ltd EXPRESS &
LIMITED STOP COACH SERVICE
LEAFLETS dating from the 1930s
and 1940s. A variety of
destinations and leaflet styles, all
different. In reasonable to very
good condition. [14]

Lot

254

London Transport trolleybus
depôt ALLOCATION STENCIL
PLATES as used on the sides of
trolleybuses from 1951 to c1960.
These plates are for Bow (BW)
and Walthamstow (WW) depôts.
In good, used condition. [2]

Estimate: £60 to £80
Estimate: £50 to £60
Lot
Lot

Selection of United Counties
EXPRESS SERVICE LEAFLETS
dating from the 1930s (mostly)
and the 1950s. A variety of
destinations and leaflet styles, all
different. In reasonable to good
condition. [13]

Estimate: £40 to £50

Lot

255

252

253

Selection of Associated
Motorways (Black & White, Red
& White, Midland Red, Royal
Blue etc) and 'Greyhound'
COACH SERVICE LEAFLETS dating
from the 1930s (mostly) and
early 1950s. A variety of
destinations and leaflet styles, all
different. In reasonable to good
condition. [18]

Estimate: £50 to £60

London Transport 1950s/60s
enamel BUS & COACH STOP FLAG
'Bus Compulsory, Coach
Request'. A traditional 'boat'type (two-sided, hollow) flag
complete with fixing rods and
numbered 28552 underneath.
Measures 18" x 15" (46cm x
38cm) and is in very good, ex-use
condition with just a couple of
small chips and very slight
weathering on one side. [1]

Estimate: £90 to £110

Lot

256

London Underground CO/CP
Stock enamel DESTINATION
PLATE for Hammersmith via
Paddington/Whitechapel on the
Hammersmith & City Line.
Double-sided, reversable. In exuse condition with a little
damage to the enamel on both
sides. [1]

Estimate: £90 to £110
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Lot

257

1922 London Underground MAP
OF THE ELECTRIC RAILWAYS OF
LONDON 'What to See & How to
Travel' with issue date 1-3-22.
Designed by MacDonald Gill with
calligraphed station names, the
map opens out to 13.5" x 11" (34
x 28cm). In very good, unmarked
condition, just a trace of
adhesive on the spine and a
small parting at one fold-corner.
[1]

Estimate: £100 to £120

Lot

Lot

259

1950s London Transport wooden
DISPLAY RACK lettered 'On Sale
here' with two small LT bullseyes
of the early 1950s style. Purposemade, probably in the Parsons
Green workshops, the rack is
designed to display LT's
publications such as Visitor's
London with a central position
for larger ones. The rack contains
2 1954 hard-cover copies of the
former and the 1952 publication
'Open-air London', all in very
good condition, as is the rack
itself, complete with fold-out
legs. [1+3]

258

Estimate: £100 to £120
A City of London WARD
BOUNDARY SIGN 'The Ward of
Bishopsgate Within'. An oval
enamel sign in its original bronze
and steel frame, measuring 20" x
13" (51cm x 33cm) at its
maximum dimensions.
Bishopsgate is one of 25 wards in
the City of London and 'within'
denotes that part which was
once inside London Wall.
Estimated to date from the
1970s/80s. Two small surface
scratches, otherwise in very good
condition. [1]

Lot

260

London Transport bus stop
enamel E-PLATE for route 480
destinated Gravesend. This may
well have been located in
Dartford in order to indicate the
direction of travel and is likely to
have been one of just a pair. In
good, ex-stop condition. [1]

Estimate: £80 to £100

Estimate: £170 to £220
Lot

261

London Transport TROLLEYBUS
FARECHARTS comprising 3 x
double-sided card charts dated
1959 for routes 629 & 641. All in
good, ex-use condition. [5]

Estimate: £60 to £80
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Lot

262

Early London Underground
double-sided ADVERTISING
CARDS comprising 'Strip Tickets'
(reduced price tickets bought in
strips) and 'Avoid the Weather,
Shop in Comfort' with advertising
for Barrett Bros store in Clapham
around the map on the reverse.
Neither dated but both c1910.
Both in very good condition. [2]

Estimate: £60 to £80

Lot

263

Lot

264

1930s London & North Eastern
Railway (LNER) PUBLICITY
MATERIAL comprising 15pp,
high-quality 1935 BOOKLET 'The
Silver Jubilee - Britain's First
Streamline Train' (very good
condition), late-20s/early 30s
40pp BOOKLET 'On Either
Side...features of interest...on
East Coast Route' (good, used
condition, folded), 12pp 1933
BOOKLET 'Interesting Notes for
Passengers..London to Scotland'
(light cover stains} & c1930s
FOLD-OUT MAP of LNER &
Connections (good). [4]

Estimate: £60 to £80
Underground Group 'Tramways'
ENAMEL HEADER PLATE,
probably from a timetable panel.
Style, including early Johnston
'W', suggests pre-London
Transport, c. late-1920s.
Measures 16" x 4" (40cm x
10cm). Somewhat weathered
from a long period in situ and
has enamel loss/surface
corrosion around the screwholes and at the edges. [1]

June 1914 LCC Tramways MAP &
GUIDE TO CAR SERVICES with the
cover picture of Royal Naval
College, Greenwich. Lightly-used
with a couple of tiny partings at
the fold-corners but overall an
excellent copy. [1]

Estimate: £140 to £160

Estimate: £60 to £80

Lot

Lot

265

266

London Transport TIMETABLE
BOOKLET of Buses, Coaches,
Metropolitan & Main Line Rlys
for the North-West Area dated
February 1935. In good condition
apart from corroded staples,
fold-out maps are present, a
little worn. [1]

Estimate: £50 to £70
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Lot

267

c1880s "Kaye's Patent" brass
FAREBOX as used to collect fares
on horse-drawn buses and trams.
Coins were deposited through a
slot, visible through glass by the
conductor & passenger, then the
conductor pressed a button to
let the coins drop. Coins were
removed by opening a keyoperated door with dials
recording each opening. Machine
is unrestored but appears to be
in working order, door is open,
no key. A scarce item. [1]

Lot

269

CAP BADGE 'The Grey Cars' from
this Devon company, est in 1913,
part of Devon General from 1932
and today independent again.
Badge vintage unknown but
could be pre-WW2. 2" (5cm)
across, fixing pin present, some
damage to the enamel between
'The' and 'Grey'. Plus two small
round CAP or SLEEVE BADGES 'C'
AND 'M', raised letters on brass,
believed to be Reading
Corporation Tramways, preWW1, standing for 'Conductor'
and 'Motorman'. In good
condition with fixing pins. [3]

Estimate: £280 to £320
Estimate: £60 to £80
Lot

268

Lot
A brass bus or tram BELL as used
to stop the vehicle on request.
Designed to be fitted to the
ceiling and operated by pulling a
cord fixed to the plunger. Date
unknown but estimated
c1900-1920. In very good exvehicle condition and rings well.
[1]

Estimate: £70 to £90

270

London Transport bus stop
enamel E-PLATE for route 299
lettered 'Mon-Fri Peak Hours,
Special Journeys, Fare Stage'. The
299 was a Potters Bar area route
which ran from 1970-1980 and
operated in peak hours to the
Cranbourne Road Industrial
Estate, on which part we believe
this plate would have been
located. The amount and
combination of words are most
unusual. Possibly one of just a
pair. In very good, ex-stop
condition. [1]

Estimate: £120 to £140
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Lot

271

1979 London Underground quadroyal POSTER MAP designed by
Paul Garbutt. Shows the Jubilee
Line open from Stanmore to
Charing Cross. In very good
condition. [1]

Estimate: £120 to £150

Lot

272

London Underground Station
Master's CAP BADGE in goldplated, hallmarked sterling silver
with serial no 1128 on the
reverse. This is the original 1934
type, of which further batches
were subsequently made, in this
case in 1958 (so hallmarked).
Lightly-used with very small
areas of slight crazing to the
enamel at the lower ends of the
upper circle but otherwise in
excellent condition. [1]

Estimate: £130 to £150

Lot

273

London Underground 1950s/60s
enamel STATION FRIEZE PLATE
for the Central Line with the line
name on the bar of a traditional
London Transport bullseye. Some
chipping around one of the
screw-holes, but otherwise very
good. [1]

Lot

274

1882 District Railway 'IMPROVED
MAP OF LONDON', 3rd edition of
a series that ran from 1879-1885.
A paper map inside cloth covers,
folds out to 42" x 26" (107cm x
66cm). In well-used condition
with worn covers and short foldpartings but still a very
reasonable copy overall. [1]

Estimate: £170 to £200

Lot

275

2 London Transport flanged
ENAMEL SIGNS ex-Aldenham Bus
Works 'No 1 Car Park' & 'Danger,
Look Right'. Presumed to date
from the early 1950s and
removed upon closure in the
1980s. The signs each measure
30" x 15" (77cm x 39cm) and are
in the condition as taken down,
complete with dirt, stains and
minor edge-corrosion
commensurate with a long
period in the open air. [2]

Estimate: £60 to £80

Lot

276

London Transport Inspector's
TIMETABLE of Trams and
Trolleybuses dated November
10, 1948. In very good condition.
[1]

Estimate: £60 to £80
Estimate: £50 to £60
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Lot

277

A British Railways CARRIAGE
MIRROR MAP 'Southern Region
Suburban Services'. Undated but
thought to be 1970s/early 1980s.
Shows the Elmers End to
Sanderstead and West Croydon
to Wimbledon lines as well as the
North London line to Broad
Street. Lines colour-coded
according to London terminal,
including Holborn Viaduct.
Measures 24" x 16" (61cm x
41cm). In very good, ex-carriage
condition. [1] Picture is angled in
order to reduce reflections.

Lot

280

London Underground framed
enamel PLATFORM ROUNDEL
SIGN from Marble Arch station
on the Central Line. One of the
smaller, tunnel-side versions 24"
(61cm) across, c1980s. Complete
with original bronze frame. A
couple of surface scratches and
minor over-paint on the frame.
[3 parts + frame]

Estimate: £400 to £500

Lot

281

Estimate: £120 to £150

Lot

278

London Transport 1950s/60svintage bus driver's or
conductor's UNIFORM HAT
together with CAP BADGE.
Winter issue in dark blue with
light blue piping. In very good
condition, hardly worn. Size 6
7/8. [2]

Estimate: £60 to £80

Lot

279

London Transport 1950s/60svintage bus driver's or
conductor's UNIFORM HAT
together with CAP BADGE.
Summer issue with white cover
and light blue piping. In very
good condition, hardly worn. Size
6 7/8. [2]

Estimate: £60 to £80

London Transport coach stop
enamel E-PLATE for Green Line
route 724 Express, destinated
High Wycombe with white digits
on a blue background, indicating
an express service. High
Wycombe was the original
western terminus when the
route was introduced in 1967
but, from 1972, the route was
diverted to Heathrow Airport &
Staines instead. This plate would
perhaps have been located at
Watford or Amersham. In good
ex-stop condition, lightly
weathered. [1]

Estimate: £170 to £200

Lot

282

London Transport Tramways
double-sided card FARECHART
dated April 1949 for routes
44/46 between City & Beresford
Square and route 54 between
Victoria & Grove Park. A largersize chart to fit the standard cars.
In ex-use condition with some
scuffs and stains. [1]

Estimate: £30 to £40
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Lot

283

A complete run of London
Transport MAGAZINES from issue
no 1 (April 1947) to no 9
(December 1947). In generally
good condition, some have
corroded staples. [9]

Estimate: £40 to £50

Lot

284

A complete run of London
Transport MAGAZINES for 1948
(January to December). In
generally good condition, some
have corroded staples. [12]

Lot

287

London Transport Military Band
CAP BADGE of the second type,
worn from c1949 until the band
broke up c1969/70. The band
paraded in the Lord Mayor's
Show and at the Remembrance
Day ceremonies as well as
performing at staff and public
functions. The badge is made of
a brass raised element
incorporating a lyre motif,
backed by an LT bullseye finished
in red and white enamel. In very
good, lightly-used condition. A
scarce badge. [1]

Estimate: £90 to £110

Estimate: £40 to £50
Lot
Lot

285

A complete run of London
Transport MAGAZINES for 1949
(January to December). In
generally good condition, some
have corroded staples. [12]

Estimate: £40 to £50

288

London Tram & Trolleybus
Conductor's METROPOLITAN
STAGE CARRIAGE BADGE T21755.
Equivalent to PSV licence badges,
these were issued from
1935-1962 for electric traction in
the capital. Horseshoe clip fitting
on reverse and in very good
condition. [1]

Estimate: £120 to £140
Lot

286

Lot
A complete run of London
Transport MAGAZINES for 1950
(January to December). (August
and December issues covered
two months each.) In generally
good condition, some have
corroded staples. [10]

Estimate: £40 to £50

289

London Underground enamel
PLATFORM SIGN 'Jubilee Line'.
These were/are used on certain
ex-Bakerloo Line stations and are
displayed above the station
name bullseye/roundel.
Measures 47" x 5" (120cm x
13cm) and probably dates from
the 1979 opening of the first
section. In good, ex-use
condition. [1]

Estimate: £50 to £60
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Lot

290

c1908 London Underground
POCKET MAP with the short-lived
'Swift and Sure' cover design.
Also of interest is the very early
use of the UndergrounD 'logo' on
the cover and at the top of the
map. Lightly-used with a little
wear but still a good example. [1]

Estimate: £130 to £150

Lot

291

London Transport bus stop
enamel E-PLATE for route 302
destinated Bennetts Gate. We
believe this plate may have been
located at Hemel Hempstead bus
station or, possibly, in Watford.
In very good, ex-stop condition.
[1]

Estimate: £90 to £110

Lot

292

London Coastal Coaches Ltd
1930s-50s enamel COACH STOP
SIGN as fitted by London
Transport to stops in the London
area used by coaches belonging
the 'Coastal' consortium, most of
which terminated at Victoria
Coach Station. This example is
for Derbyshire Express,
Eastlander, Midland Red, North
Western, Standerwick/Scout,
United Counties & Yelloway
Services. A single-sided sign
measuring 18" x 31" (46cm x
80cm). In very good, ex-use
condition, a couple of tiny chips.
[1]

Lot

293

Grey-Green Coaches booking
agent metal ADVERTISING
BOARD 'Coaches daily from here
to London' with an illustration of
a pre-war looking coach at the
top. Estimated vintage is 1950s
although it could be earlier.
Measures 21.5" x 41" (55cm x
104cm). In much-used condition
with scratches and chips, small
dents etc. Has the original metal
& wooden framework behind. [1]

Estimate: £250 to £300

Lot

294

London bus conductor's ENAMEL
LICENCE BADGE of the type
issued from 1906 onwards and
used until replaced by N-prefixed
badges in 1931. A double-sided
badge which would have been
worn on the lapel with a leather
strap. Serial no 21047 and
bearing the Imperial Crown and
the letters 'M P' of the licensing
authority, the Metropolitan
Police. A few edge chips and the
glaze a little worn but generally a
good example of a scarce
survivor. [1]

Estimate: £120 to £150

Estimate: £90 to £110
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Lot

295

1924 British Empire Exhibition at
Wembley official fold-out PLAN
& MAP designed by Kennedy
North in a style similar to
MacDonald Gill with an
Underground map with
calligraphed station names and
elaborate, colourful illustrations.
Lightly used with a little staining
to covers and original owner's
name on front but map-side is in
good condition. [2]

Estimate: £30 to £40

Lot

296

c1910 Metropolitan Electric
Tramways, Middlesex and
Hertfordshire Light Railways
small, pocket-sized MAP OF
ROUTES and Particulars of
Services. Lightly-used with a little
cover-staining but otherwise very
good. A very scarce issue. [1]

Estimate: £120 to £140

Lot

297

London Underground linen-card
POCKET MAPS from the
Stingemore-designed series of
1925-32. These are two copies of
the last issue in 1932 with
mustard covers and showing all
the new lines completed with
opening dates on the reverse.
One copy in very good, lightlyused condition, the other is worn
with a small hole on the fold and
the map parting from the card.
[2]

Lot

298

A Royal Blue Coaches ROUTE
MAP POSTER thought to have
been made for office use. Dated
1970, it shows the company's
services as well as those of
Associated Motorways and other
connecting services as well as air
and steamer connections at
Penzance and Eastleigh. Very
detailed with all connecting
points shown. Measures 43" x 30
" (109cm x 76cm) and is in very
good condition aside from a little
age-darkening. [1]

Estimate: £30 to £40

Lot

299

London Transport bus garage
ALLOCATION STENCIL PLATES of
the traditional aluminium type
used on the side of
buses/coaches from the 1930s to
the 1970s although largely
replaced by painted codes from
c1960. These plates are for
Bromley garage (TB) and
Tunbridge Wells garage (TW), the
latter a very scarce plate as the
garage was very small and only
operated a handful of Green Line
coaches. In good, ex-use
condition. [2]

Estimate: £60 to £80

Estimate: £60 to £80
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Lot

300

London Transport bus stop
enamel E-PLATE for Eastern
National route 263 lettered
'Alighting Point'. We have not
been able to establish the
location of this plate but it would
have been at a point where the
route had entered the London
Transport operating area and
buses were only permitted to set
down passengers, not pick them
up. In very good, ex-stop
condition. [1]

Estimate: £60 to £80

Lot

301

London Transport TROLLEYBUS
DESTINATION BLIND (side) from
Highgate (HT) depôt dated
15.10.56. This is a complete blind
with both hems present as well
as the rollers. In very good, exuse condition. [1]

Lot

303

London Transport TROLLEYBUS
DESTINATION BLIND (route
numbers) from Highgate (HT)
depôt dated 15.10.56. This is a
complete blind with both hems
present. In used but very
reasonable condition. [1]

Estimate: £50 to £60

Lot

304

London Country (London
Transport-manufactured)
DESTINATION BLIND from
Addlestone (WY) garage dated
24.11.72, coded 'L' for the front
box of an RF or SM vehicle. In
well-used, ex-vehicle condition
but generally still good. A little
tatty at the bottom end where
the white hem is also missing. [1]

Estimate: £60 to £80

Estimate: £150 to £170
Lot
Lot

305

302

London Transport TROLLEYBUS
DESTINATION BLIND (front/rear)
from Highgate (HT) depôt dated
10.1.56. This is a complete blind
with both hems present as well
as the top roller. In used
condition with some repairs on
the reverse at the bottom panel
but otherwise very reasonable.
[1]

London Country (London
Transport-manufactured)
DESTINATION BLIND from
Addlestone (WY) garage dated
14.7.70, coded 'L' for the front
box of an vehicle. In well-used,
ex-vehicle condition, the first
display is quite worn with repairs
on the reverse, but generally still
good, both white hems present.
[1]

Estimate: £60 to £80
Estimate: £100 to £120
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Lot

306

London Country (London
Transport-manufactured)
DESTINATION BLIND from
Addlestone (WY) garage dated
2.3.70, coded 'W' for a
'lowbridge' RLH-type doubledecker. The first display is wellused but the remaining displays
are generally excellent. Both
white hems are present as is the
roller at the lower end. [1]

Lot

309

London Underground C-Stock
DESTINATION BLIND with
displays for the Circle,
Hammersmith & City and
Metropolitan Lines. A complete
blind (white on black) in a
plastic-type material and in
excellent condition apart from a
little damage at the top end. [1]

Estimate: £60 to £80

Estimate: £100 to £120
Lot
Lot

307

London Underground 59/62/72
Tube Stock DESTINATION BLIND
for the Northern Line. A
complete blind in a plastic-type
material and in excellent
condition, possibly unused. [1]

Estimate: £60 to £80

Lot

310

London Transport bus
DESTINATION BLINDS comprising
a Routemaster 'LL' blind
(side/rear box) from Clapton (CT)
garage dated 18.2.81 and an RTtype (also fits Routemaster) 'AA'
blind (canopy route number)
from Thornton Heath (TH) garage
dated 14.3.70. Both blinds are
complete and each has both
white hems. In good, ex-use
condition. [2]

308

Estimate: £50 to £60
London Underground C-Stock
DESTINATION BLIND with
displays for the Circle,
Hammersmith & City and District
Lines. A complete blind (yellow
on black) in a plastic-type
material and in excellent
condition, just lightly used. [1]

Estimate: £60 to £80

Lot

311

London Country (London
Transport-manufactured) RTtype bus DESTINATION BLINDS
comprising a 'B' blind (front
intermediate) from Chelsham
(CM) garage dated 8.2.73 and a
'WW' blind (rear numbers) from
Leatherhead (LH) garage dated
20.9.71. Both are complete
blinds with all white hems
present, the Chelsham one is
well-used with some edgescuffing, the Leatherhead
example is very good. [2]

Estimate: £60 to £80
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Lot

312

London Transport RT-type bus
DESTINATION BLIND coded 'S'
(side or rear) from Highgate (HT)
garage (renamed 'Holloway' in
1971) dated 21.7.71. A complete
blind with both white hems
present. Has been well used but
is in good condition still. [1]

Estimate: £100 to £120

Lot

313

London Transport SMS-type bus
(also fits RF-type) DESTINATION
BLIND coded 'K' from Southall
(HW) garage dated 9.11.73. A
complete blind with both white
hems present and in very good,
used condition. [1]

Estimate: £60 to £80

Lot

314

London Transport Charltonmanufactured TROLLEYBUS
DESTINATION BLINDS (sections)
from Bexleyheath depôt
comprising part of a side blind
dated Aug 8 , 1950 (top hem is
present) and part of a front &
rear blind dated Oct 16, 1950
(bottom hem is present). Both
are much-used with considerable
wear. [2]

Estimate: £60 to £80

Lot

315

London Transport Charltonmanufactured TROLLEYBUS
DESTINATION BLIND from
Stamford Hill depôt dated Oct
20, 1951. This is the side blind
and is complete with both endhems present. Includes route 683
which was an early withdrawal in
1959. The upper panels are well
used but the blind is in good
overall condition. [1]

Estimate: £180 to £220

Lot

316

London Underground C-Stock
DESTINATION BLIND with
displays for the Circle,
Hammersmith & City and
Metropolitan Lines. A complete
blind (white on black) in a
plastic-type material and in
good, used condition apart from
some damage at the bottom end.
[1]

Estimate: £60 to £80

Lot

317

London Transport coach stop
enamel E-PLATE for Green Line
route 714 destinated
Chessington, Leatherhead,
Dorking. A likely location for this
plate would have been Kingston.
In very good, ex-stop cpndition.
[1]

Estimate: £140 to £160
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Lot

318

A Royal Borough of Kensington
enamel STREET SIGN from
Marloes Road, W8, a residential
steet just south of Kensington
High Street. Comes with its
original bronze frame. The
'Gothic'-style lettering of the
heading suggests a c1950s
vintage. A little weathered from
a long period in situ and minor
distortion at the lower edge but
generally in good condition. [1]

Lot

321

London Transport Underground
enamel STOCK-NUMBER PLATE
'13225' from 1938 P-Stock
Driving Motor Car. These
bullseye-style plates were affixed
at each end of the car, above the
communication door. In good,
ex-car condition, just very minor
corrosion at the edges. [1]

Estimate: £80 to £100

Estimate: £250 to £300
Lot
Lot

322

319

Selection of London
Underground PARAFFIN LAMPS
comprising 2 x TRAIN TAIL LAMPS
(red aspect), both marked 'LT'
and one Guard's 3-aspect
SIGNALLING LAMP, marked
'LPTB'. All appear to be complete
and in good condition but not
tested! [3]

London Transport 1950s/60s
enamel COACH STOP FLAG
'Request'. A traditional 'boat'type (two-sided, hollow) flag
complete with fixing rods and
numbered 23434 underneath.
Measures 18" x 15" (46cm x
38cm) and is in very good, ex-use
condition with just a few chips
touched in. [1]

Estimate: £90 to £110
Estimate: £120 to £140
Lot
Lot

323

320

London General Country Services
Driver's/Conductor's CAP BADGE
in red and grey enamel,
matching the fleetname of the
country buses. The company was
formed in 1932 to take over the
General's country services (East
Surrey & National) but was
absorbed by London Transport in
1933, resulting in a rather shortlived use of these badges. In very
good, lightly-used condition. [1]

London Transport TROLLEYBUS
FARECHART, double-sided card
dated 1961 with routes 645/660
on one side and 662/666 on the
other. Carries stickers advising
withdrawal of Early Morning
Single Fares from 1.1.62. In usual
ex-use condition with some
scuffs and stains plus one
horizontal fold. [1]

Estimate: £30 to £40

Estimate: £70 to £90
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Lot

324

1908 London Underground
POSTCARD MAP. These cards
were produced for promotional
purposes and this example
advertises the Liverpool Street
Hotel on the reverse. Believed to
be the first item of publicity
which showed the word
UndergrounD in a 'logo' format.
Postally used and in good
condition. [1]

Estimate: £50 to £60

Lot

325

London Transport bus stop
enamel Q-PLATE 'Queue this side
for 346, 346A, Queue other side
for 318, 318A, 335, 336, 385C'.
An unusual Country Area plate
that would have been located in
Watford. Some repairs at the
edges. [1]

Estimate: £100 to £120

Lot

326

June 1913 LCC Tramways MAP &
GUIDE TO CAR SERVICES with the
cover picture of a tramcar by
Cleopatra's Needle. Contains
LEAFLETS for Cheap Return Fares
and Band Performances in Parks.
In used condition with some
wear and a parting to part of one
fold. [3]

Estimate: £60 to £80

Lot

327

1913 London Underground
POCKET MAP 'What to See and
How to See it'. Issued at Electric
Railway House on 1-6-13. Opens
out to 14" x 11" (35cm x 28cm)
and shows the extensions of the
Hampstead Tube to Edgware, the
Central London to Ealing Bdwy
and the Bakerloo to Queen's
Park, all as under construction.
Cover features an early example
of the 'bullseye' logo. An
excellent copy - crisp, clean and
firm - with no significant
blemishes. [1]

Estimate: £120 to £150

Lot

328

London Transport bus stop
enamel E-PLATE for route 805B
lettered 'School Children'. The
805B was a school service in
Harlow and this route is the only
one known to have had e-plates
with this wording. In good, exstop condition. [1]

Estimate: £60 to £80

Lot

329

1950s/60s London Transport
ENAMEL SIGN 'Buses Only - No
Entry for other Vehicles' with a
traditional bullseye logo at the
foot. These signs were situated
at LT bus stations in both the
Central and Country Areas. A
single-sided sign measuring 17.5"
x 31" (44cm x 78cm) and in good,
ex-use condition. [1]

Estimate: £90 to £110
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Lot

330

Lot

333

1927 London Underground linencard POCKET MAP from the
Stingemore-designed series of
1925-32. This is the fourth
edition, dated January 1927, and
is in the smaller size of the first 5
editions. Crisp, firm and
unmarked, this example is in
excellent condition. [1]

London Transport Gibson TICKET
MACHINE, serial no 37290, an
alpha fare-codes version. Retains
'London Transport' printing plate
and prints OK, albeit rather
faintly. Comes with a box, spare
ticket rolls, backing pad, budget
key, rule book and time-card for
route 159. [1 set]

Estimate: £120 to £140

Estimate: £275 to £325

Lot

Lot

331

1977 London Underground quadroyal POSTER MAP designed by
Paul Garbutt. Shows the Jubilee
Line under construction from
Baker St to Trafalgar Square.
Folded. A couple of minor edgescuffs but generally in very good
condition. [1]

Estimate: £120 to £150

Lot

332

c1928 London General Omnibus
Company Private Hire
BROCHURE with cover design by
Ethel 'Bip' Pares (1904-1977) of a
private hire coach in the
countryside under a 'General'
bullseye logo. 32pp brochure,
undated but includes a 1927
photo of the LGOC's new 26strong fleet of Daimler DE-class
open-top coaches. Detachable
enquiry postcard inside is
present. Lightly used with a little
cover staining and corroded
staples. [1]

334

London Transport Gibson Ticket
Machine WEBBING HARNESS. In
very good, used condition with
all buckles and clips present. [1]

Estimate: £90 to £110

Lot

335

London Transport leather BUS
CONDUCTOR'S MONEY BAG
together with BUDGET KEY. In
used but very reasonable
condition. Conductor's name and
garage written on the front of
the bag. [2]

Estimate: £50 to £60

Estimate: £30 to £40
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Lot

336

London Underground enamel
BULLSEYE PLATFORM SIGN
'Elephant & Castle'. A tunnel-side
sign measuring 28" x 26" (71cm x
66cm) and likely to date from the
1950s/60s. Small chips to the
enamel at some of the screwholes and some marks at the
edges but generally in good, exuse condition. [1]

Lot

339

August 1911 London General
Omnibus Company pocket MAP
AND GUIDE TO OMNIBUS
SERVICES. Featuring a B-type bus
on the cover, this is the 6th
edition of the London bus map, a
series that ran from 1911 to
1993. This is a fine example,
some weaknesses at the folds
and the start of some partings
but very good overall. [1]

Estimate: £130 to £160
Estimate: £60 to £80
Lot

337

Lot
South Metropolitan Electric
Tramways Driver's & Conductor's
CAP BADGE as issued from
1924-1933. Based on the
Underground Group's bar &
circle 'bullseye' motif and made
of nickel-silver enamelled in blue.
In very good, lightly-used
condition with no damage. [1]

340

London Transport bus stop
enamel E-PLATE for route 434
destinated East Grinstead, Stone
Quarry Estate, Dormansland. This
plate may have been located at
Crawley Bus Station. In very
good, ex-stop cndition. [1]

Estimate: £120 to £140
Estimate: £90 to £110
Lot
Lot

341

338

1913 (12.6.13) Underground
Group publicity LEAFLET folding
out to 8 double-sided panels
with miniature colour
reproductions of contemporary
travel posters exhorting travel by
Underground, bus and tram to
leisure destinations such as
Hampton Court, Chingford
Mount, Windsor, Maidenhead, St
Albans etc with travel details,
fares etc. A high quality
publication for that period. Some
wear but very reasonable. [1]

1921 London Underground MAP
OF THE ELECTRIC RAILWAYS OF
LONDON 'What to See & How to
Travel' with issue date 9-3-21.
Designed by MacDonald Gill with
a blue decorative border and
calligraphed station names, the
map opens out to 13.5" x 10.5"
(34 x 27cm). In excellent,
unmarked condition. [1]

Estimate: £120 to £150

Estimate: £40 to £50
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Lot

342

London Transport TIMETABLE
BOOKLET of Buses, Coaches,
Metropolitan & Main Line Rlys
for the North-West Area dated
July 1934. In very good
condition, fold-out maps are
present. [1]

Estimate: £50 to £70

Lot

343

London Underground enamel
PLATFORM ROUNDEL SIGN from
Canada Water station on the
Jubilee Line. A modern
"silhouette" roundel in an
integral alluminium frame.
Measures 48" x 39" (122cm x
99cm) and weighs approx 25kg.
A few very minor blemishes but
generally in excellent condition.
[1]

Estimate: £400 to £500

Lot

344

Lot

345

London Transport BUS
EXAMINER'S CAP BADGE made of
gold-plated, hallmarked sterling
silver with enamel inlays and
raised turquoise infills. The first
issue of badge to this grade,
issued in 1964, the badge is
hallmarked 1963. Based at
Chiswick Works and qualified by
the Ministry of Transport to
conduct PSV driving tests, there
were generally just two officials
in this grade, so this is an
exceptionally scarce badge. In
excellent condition with no
damage. [1]

Estimate: £280 to £320

Lot

346

London Transport TIMETABLE
BOOKLET of Buses, Coaches,
Trolleybuses, Tramways &
Underground Rlys for the London
Area dated December 1934. In
good condition, fold-out map is
present. [1]

Estimate: £50 to £70
London Transport bus garage
ALLOCATION STENCIL PLATES of
the traditional aluminium type
used from the 1930s to the
1970s although largely replaced
by painted codes from c1960.
These plates are for Croydon
garage (TC) and Thornton Heath
garage (TH). In good, ex-use
condition. [2]

Estimate: £30 to £40
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Lot

347

1940s/50s London Transport BUS
AND COACH STOP FLAG of the
flat, framed style (2 enamel
plates in a bronze frame). This is
the very scarce 'Bus Compulsory,
Coach Request' version. A
couple of small chips have been
touched in and there is a trace
on both sides of the 'fare stage'
stickers once affixed but overall
this is a very good example. The
bronze frame is nicely polished.
Numbered 19255 underneath.
[1]

Estimate: £250 to £300

Lot

349

c1908 Central London Railway
POCKET MAP. Although the
cover and reverse side are purely
CLR, the map itself is the
standard Underground Group
map of the time and this had
clearly been offered to nonmembers of the group (the CLR
was finally absorbed into the
Group in 1913) in an effort to
portray a unified network. This is
a used copy of this scarce map.
The covers have light stains and
there is wear at the folds but it is
still a very reasonable example.
[1]

Estimate: £100 to £120
Lot

348

Lot
London Underground 1950s/60s
enamel FRIEZE PANEL from the
platforms at Holland Park station
on the Central Line together with
separate, matching 'bullseye'
FRIEZE PLATE, forming a set.
Combined length 73" (186cm).
Chips around some screw-holes
but otherwise in very good
condition. [2]

Estimate: £120 to £150

350

London Transport coach stop
enamel E-PLATE for Green Line
route 723A destinated Grays,
Dock Road, Tilbury. This plate
dates from the very short period
1964-66. In 1964, the route was
extended to Tilbury via Dock
Road but the service was
withdrawn completely in 1966.
This plate is likely to have been
located in Aveley. In very good,
ex-stop condition. [1]

Estimate: £280 to £320
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Lot

351

London Underground doublesided enamel DESTINATION
PLATE 'High Street/Putney
Bridge' believed to be of District
Railway origin (the lettering is
pre-LPTB). The plate is a little
longer than the standard variety
and we think may have been
used in the exterior position on
the car-ends of the G (later Q23)
Stock. The brass ends carry the
initials of the destinations,
presumably to identify them in
the storage rack. In used
condition with a little distortion
and cracking. [1]

Estimate: £80 to £100

Lot

352

London General Country Services
Inspector's CAP BADGE, serial no
48. Laurel-leaf design, in nickelsilver with enamel inlays and the
bar in red and grey, matching the
fleetname of the country buses.
The company was formed in
1932 to take over the General's
country services (East Surrey &
National) but was absorbed by
London Transport in 1933,
resulting in a rather short-lived
use of these badges. A small
enamel loss at the right of the
bar, otherwise in very good
condition. [1]

Estimate: £275 to £325

Lot

353

London Transport bus
FLEETNUMBER BONNET PLATE
from Leyland RTL 453. The
original bus bearing this number
entered service at AM
(Plumstead) garage in 1949 and
the last RTL 453, a 'roofbox' bus,
finished service at W
(Cricklewood) garage in 1968.
Acquired for preservation in
1970, the bus remains in active
use today. In ex-vehicle
condition. [1]

Estimate: £120 to £150

Lot

354

National Omnibus & Transport
Co Ltd TIMETABLE BOOKLET for
Watford & North London District
dated May 1925. Minor stains to
covers, bookseller's stamp on
page 5 but overall a good copy.
[1]

Estimate: £80 to £100

Lot

355

Set of London Underground 1962
Tube Stock enamel STOCKNUMBER PLATES (as fitted in
each car above the
communicating door) comprising
Driving Motor Cars nos 1556 &
1557, Non-Driving Motor Car no
9557 and Trailer no 2556.
Generally in good, ex-car
condition with some paint
splashes and small chips at the
screw-holes. [4]

Estimate: £130 to £150
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Lot

356

Lot

359

1925 London Underground linencard POCKET MAP from the
Stingemore-designed series of
1925-32. This is the first edition,
dated 11-5-25, and is in the
smaller size of the first 5
editions. Crisp, firm and
unmarked, this example is in
excellent condition, one of the
best we have seen of the first
edition. [1]

A West Riding
Tramways/Omnibuses CAP
BADGE of the style introduced by
Yorkshire (West Riding) Electric
Tramways Company in the
mid-1920s. Measures 3" (7cm)
across and is made of nickel,
complete with fixing pin on the
reverse. An unusual badge, rarely
seen at auction. In good, ex-use
condition. [1]

Estimate: £140 to £160

Estimate: £40 to £50

Lot

Lot

357

London Underground enamel
PLATFORM ROUNDEL from
Bayswater Station. This is a
medium-size sign measuring 34"
(87cm) across by 28" (71cm)
high, c1980s, and comes in three
parts plus original bronze frame.
In very good condition except
that the end of one half-circle of
the frame is detached from the
bar section. [3 parts + frame]

Estimate: £600 to £700

Lot

358

360

London Transport/London
Country BONNET FLEETNUMBER
PLATE from green RT 3046. The
original RT 3046 entered service
at Reigate garage in 1950 and
the last with this number was
withdrawn from 'learner' duties
at Hatfield garage in 1978, the
bus being scrapped the following
year. The numerals are London
Country style, the outlines of the
LT ones from its last Aldenham
repaint in 1969 are discernible
underneath. In good, ex-use
condition. [1]

Estimate: £120 to £150

1930s BUS TIMETABLE BOOKLETS
comprising Brighton, Hove &
District dated May 1936,
Chesterfield Corporation dated
September 1939 and West Riding
(Tramway and Motor Omnibus
Services) dated July to
September 1935, complete with
fold-out map. Light wear but
generally in good to very good
condition. [3]

Estimate: £60 to £80
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Lot

361

London Transport bus stop
enamel E-PLATE for route 59
Sunday with white digits on a
black background. In the early
days of e-plates, Sunday
workings used a black
background to distinguish them
from weekday operations. Later,
the black background was used,
more logically, for night routes
with weekend workings thence
depicted with red lettering. A
most unusual survivor, the only
one we have ever seen. Slightly
weathered but still good. [1]

Estimate: £280 to £320

Lot

363

Fold out PROMOTIONAL
BROCHURE for the North West
London (tube) Railway between
Victoria and Cricklewood. Has
colour illustrations for each of
the proposed stations and the
reverse contains text making the
case for the line. Undated but we
believe it dates from 1906 when
the company's Bill received Royal
Assent. The powers were not
taken up and some of the route
was later incorporated into the
Baker St & Waterloo Railway's
extension. Lightly worn but
generally good. A most unusual
item. [1]

Estimate: £40 to £50
Lot

362

Lot

364

3 large framed London Transport
PHOTOGRAPHS comprising
Cockfosters Station interior
(1934), Southgate Station
exterior (1935) and
experimental, streamlined tube
stock (1936). Photos measure
19" x 15" (48cm x 38cm), with
the frame 25" x 21" (63cm x
53cm). Professionally framed
behind clear acryllic. All in very
good condition. [3]

London General Omnibus
Company Limited Timekeeper's
CAP BADGE from the horse-bus
era, c1890s. Designed to fit a
bowler hat, this is made of brass
with the coat of arms inlaid in
red and white enamel. A very
scarce badge, slight crazing to
the white enamel but overall in
very good condition. [1]

Estimate: £60 to £90

Estimate: £140 to £160
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Lot

365

London Underground ENAMEL
SIGN 'PLATFORM 4', a doublesided sign featuring the
traditional LT bullseye logo
across the number. Believed to
date from the 1940s/50s but may
be earlier. Measures 15" x 17"
(38cm x 43cm. In well-used
condition with some surface
blemishes and wear and stains at
the edges. [1]

Estimate: £90 to £110

Lot

366

1898 District Railway COUNTRY
MAP OF THE ENVIRONS OF
LONDON. A pocket map, paper
contained in card covers, that
folds out to 12.5" x 17" (32cm x
43cm) and covers from Hatfield
in the north to Guildford in the
south. This is the 3rd (and final)
edition of a series which began in
1883. Lightly-used with short
fold-partings and some creasing
to the cover but still a good
example of a very scarce map. [1]

Estimate: £170 to £200

Lot

367

London bus driver's ENAMEL
LICENCE BADGE 'MECHANICAL
POWER' issued in the first years
of the 20th century when
distinction needed to be made
between horse and motor-bus
drivers. A double-sided badge
which would have been worn on
the lapel with a leather strap and
bearing serial number 10,445. In
well-used condition with edge
corrosion and considerable
enamel loss on one side. [1]

Estimate: £90 to £110

Lot

368

1940s/50s London Transport BUS
STOP FLAG (compulsory version)
of the flat, framed style (2
enamel plates in a bronze
frame). This is a rarely seen E3
version with runners for 3 eplates on each side. Numbered
7310 underneath (a low number)
and with a well-polished bronze
frame, this is a superb example
with no more than very minor
blemishes and a faint trace on
both sides of the 'fare stage'
stickers once affixed. [1]

Estimate: £280 to £320
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Lot

369

Lot

372

1962 London Underground quadroyal POSTER MAP designed by
Harold F Hutchinson. The
Victoria Line from Victoria to
Walthamstow has been very
neatly added by hand in
matching style. In very
reasonable condition with a
some edge-scuffs, small edgetears and creases. Has been
folded. [1]

London Transport bus stop
enamel Q-PLATE 'Only Buses
from Walthamstow Garage stop
here'. A G6-size plate (equating
to 6 e-plates) that would have
been located near the garage for
buses that were entering service
at that point. Lightly weathered
and a small repair in 'here' but
otherwise in good, ex-stop
condition. [1]

Estimate: £80 to £100

Estimate: £180 to £220

Lot

Lot

370

London Transport ENAMEL SIGN
'TO BUS STATION'. Believed to
date from the late 1940s/early
1950s, the brown border
suggests this was located on the
Underground system,
presumably at one of the exits
from a station. Measures 36" x 9"
(92cm x 23cm) and is in very
good, ex-use condition with no
more than minor blemishes. [1]

Estimate: £150 to £200

Lot

371

London Transport bus stop
enamel E-PLATE for route 457C
destinated Pinewood. A special
service to Pinewood Studios was
run by LT from 1937 until the
late 1950s, under the 457C
number, and ticket prices were
subsidised by the film company.
This plate is likely to have been
located at Uxbridge station in the
1950s and is probably one of just
a pair. A little weathered but
overall in good, ex-stop
condition. [1]

373

London Transport TROLLEYBUS
FARECHARTS comprising 6 x
double-sided card charts dated
1959 for routes 649 & 659/679.
All in good, ex-use condition. [6]

Estimate: £90 to £120

Lot

374

WW2 London Transport ARP
HELMET dated 1943 and lettered
'LCC T/Ways Supt.' Although the
LCC Tramways had been
absorbed into LT in 1933, our
guess is that a senior member of
the Tram & Trolleybus Dept had
his hat lettered with the old
name as a personal initiative.
There is no evidence from
examination of the hat that it is
anything other than genuine. In
good ex-use condition complete
with lining and chinstrap. [1]

Estimate: £180 to £220

Estimate: £500 to £600
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Lot

375

London Transport bus
BODYBUILDER'S PLATE for
Saunders Engineering and
Shipyard Ltd from one of the 300
RT-type AEC Regents with bodies
built by this firm in 1948-51. In
very good ex-vehicle condition.
[1]

Lot

378

Croydon Corporation Tramways
MAP & GUIDE TO CAR SERVICES
dated February 1924. Fragile
with splits at folds (one vertical
fold completely parted). An
exceedingly rare issue. [1]

Estimate: £100 to £150

Estimate: £70 to £90
Lot
Lot

379

376

London Transport OFFICIALS'
TIMETABLE (Inspectors' "Red
Book") for Central Area Buses
dated February 13, 1946. One of
a short run in the 1940s with
pale orange, rather than red,
covers. In very good condition
apart from a small scuff at the
top of the spine [1]

1933 first-edition of the Harry
Beck London Underground
POCKET DIAGRAMMATIC MAP
with the famous cover slogan 'A
new design for an old map'. This
is the less-common paper
version. Apart from some slight
scuffing to the top of the centre
(cover) panel, this is in excellent
condition, a superb example. [1]

Estimate: £900 to £1200
Estimate: £50 to £60
Lot
Lot

380

377

Enamel bus timetable
noticeboard HEADER PLATE
'London Transport'
manufactured in 1930s style with
lettering under/overlined with
diamond cut-outs. Length 40"
(102cm). In excellent condition.
[1]

London Underground
Metropolitan Line A-Stock
DESTINATION BOX. A complete,
free-standing unit including
fitted BLIND. NB: the blind has
jammed and has begun to tear at
the edge, the winding
mechanism needs freeing off. [1
+ blind]

Estimate: £120 to £140

Estimate: £100 to £120
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Lot

381

London Transport enamel TRAM
STOP FLAG (compulsory version).
A single-sided plate (18" x 15" 46cm x 39cm) manufactured in
the style of those introduced in
the 1930s and used until the end
of the first-generation of London
trams in 1952. In excellent
condition. [1]

Lot

384

London Transport trolleybus
depôt ALLOCATION STENCIL
PLATES as used on the sides of
trolleybuses from 1951 to c1960.
These plates are for Finchley (FY)
and Stonebridge (SE) depôts. In
good, used condition. [2]

Estimate: £60 to £80
Estimate: £230 to £270
Lot
Lot

385

382

London Transport coach stop
enamel E-PLATE for routes 717
destinated Wrotham and 718
destinated Windsor. The 717
only ran to Wrotham from 1964
until withdrawal in 1968 and we
believe that this plate would
have been located at Victoria
during that time. Consecutively
numbered routes that ran to
very different places and we
consider this to be an
exceedingly scarce plate. In
good, ex-stop condition. [1]

London Transport bronze,
framed OWNERSHIP SIGN from a
bus garage with head office
address of 55 Broadway. These
signs were put up at all bus
garages in the 1930s and, in
1948, the top halves were
separated, reversed and
inscribed 'London Transport' in
place of the previous 'London
Passenger Transport Board'. The
original lettering remains on the
reverse. Measures 21" x 16.5"
(53 x 42cm). In good, ex-use
condition with surface scratches
etc. [1]

Estimate: £300 to £350

Estimate: £150 to £200

Lot

383

London Transport Trolleybus rear
REGISTRATION PLATE GGP 697
from the first of the 1941
Leyland/MCW P1-class, vehicle
no 1697. Vendor advises that this
was procured at Colindale
scrapyard in 1961/62. In very
reasonable, ex-vehicle condition.
[1]

Estimate: £80 to £90
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Lot

386

1913 London Underground
POCKET MAP 'What to See and
How to See it, Stations
Everywhere'. Issued at Electric
Railway House on 5-4-13. This is
the scarce version with red
bullseye roundel and red
outlining on cover. Opens out to
14" x 11" (35cm x 28cm) and
shows the extensions of the
Hampstead Tube to Edgware and
the Bakerloo to Queens Park.
Minor scuffing at one edge, slight
stains to cover, otherwise in very
good condition. [1]

Lot

388

1950s/60s London Transport
enamel BUS & COACH STOP FLAG
(compulsory version). This is a
hollow, 'boat' style flag and is the
E9 version with space for nine eplates on each side. It is
complete with runners and fixing
rods, measures 18" x 31" (46cm x
79cm) and is in superb condition
with nothing other than minor
blemishes. [1]

Estimate: £250 to £300

Lot

389

Estimate: £140 to £160

Lot

387

District Railway ILLUSTRATED
BOOKLET 'Pleasure Outings on
the District Railway' with
elaborate illustrations (in colour
on the covers, b&w inside) by
Violet Holdsworth who designed
posters and illustrations for the
Underground Group 1915-1922.
Conflicting date information: the
print-code suggests 1915 but the
booklet is dated May 1922
inside. Light staining to the
covers but generally in very good
condition. [1]

1935 DIAGRAMMATIC MAP by H
C Beck of 'The Routes of Imperial
Airways'. Drawn by Harry Beck, it
shows the airline's global
network with distances from
London and a key to service
frequency. Measuring 16.5" x
10.52 (42cm x 26cm) and linenbacked, it is not known whether
this was a personal initiative,
seeking a commission, or an
official publication. It is known
that the airline published a
poster in 1936 which
incorporated some of this work.
Slightly aged, otherwise good. [1]

Estimate: £500 to £600

Estimate: £40 to £50
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Lot

390

Lot

393

A perspex "Underground"
bullseye sign, red circle with blue
bar, designed to be back-lit and
complete with white translucent
backing panel. Measures 40.5"
(104cm) across. Origin unknown
but appears to be 1960s/70s
style (pre-roundel) and could be
from the Victoria Line. Ex-use
condition with some small paint
splashes, stains and surface
scratches. [1 + backing panel]

London Transport RT/RTL bus
ROOF DESTINATION BLIND BOX
in working order with winding
mechanism/handle and
complete with back panel which
faced the inside of the bus and
from where the conductor
opened the box to change the
display. Contains a complete
1970s Barking (BK) garage blind.
In very good, ex-use condition.
The first we've ever seen at
auction. [1 + blind]

Estimate: £120 to £140

Estimate: £120 to £160

Lot

Lot

391

London Transport TIMETABLE
BOOKLET of Buses, Coaches &
Main Line Rlys for the North-East
Area dated July 1934. In very
good condition apart from
corroded staples, fold-out maps
are present. [1]

Estimate: £50 to £70

Lot

392

London Transport bus stop
enamel E-PLATE for route 347
destinated Mount Vernon
Hospital, Uxbridge. We've been
unable to establish the probable
location of this plate but it may
have been in Watford. It is likely
to have been one of just a pair.
In ex-stop condition with a little
weathering. [1]

394

London Transport Green Line
Routemaster cast alloy BULLSEYE
PLATE as fitted to the prototype
CRL 4 and the 1962 batch of
RMC-type Routemaster coaches.
Part no CR 301 CU 32 on reverse.
These bullseye plates were fitted
to the upper side panels on both
sides of the coaches but were
replaced by re-styled transfers
from 1967 onwards. In very
good, ex-use condition. [1]

Estimate: £170 to £200

Estimate: £180 to £200
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Lot

395

London Transport enamel
DIRECTION SIGN 'London
Transport Travel Enquiries'
featuring LT's famous piercedbullseye arrow with two flights. A
double-sided, flanged sign
measuring 24" x 10.5 " (61cm x
27cm) and complete with fixing
bracket. Believed to have been
located outside the enquiry
office at a Country Area bus
garage. In excellent condition
with a couple of minor blemishes
only. [1]

Lot

397

London Transport bus stop
enamel E-PLATE for routes 6A
Weekday & 6B Saturday.
Produced at a time when
weekdays were still thought of as
Mondays to Fridays and Saturday
operations were shown in red
lettering. The 6B was the
Saturday working of the 6 and
only ran between 1964-68. A
very scarce plate in very good,
ex-stop condition. [1]

Estimate: £120 to £150

Estimate: £175 to £225
Lot
Lot

398

396

Melbourne Metropolitan
Tramways Board A14 GIBSON
TICKET MACHINE, serial no 120.
Melbourne (Australia) was one of
the few places outside London to
use Gibsons and they purchased
2nd-hand machines from LT as
well as their own. This appears to
be one of the latter as there is no
trace of LT on the casing. In
working order (tickets a bit faint)
and comes with original webbing
harness. [1 + harness]

1962 London Underground quadroyal POSTER MAP designed by
Harold Hutchison. Shows the
Victoria Line under construction
from Victoria to Walthamstow
(Hoe Street). Folded. A 9" (23cm)
fold parting, a few small edge
tears, fold-corner partings and
some old tape residue marks at
the edges but still displays well.
[1]

Estimate: £200 to £250

Lot

399

Estimate: £800 to £1000
London Underground framed
enamel PLATFORM ROUNDEL
SIGN from Earl's Court station,
probably from the Piccadilly Line
platforms. One of the smaller,
tunnel-side versions 24" (61cm)
across, c1980s. Complete with
original bronze frame. Minor
signs of use but generally
excellent. [3 parts + frame]

Estimate: £550 to £650
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Lot

400

A City of London STREET SIGN
from Muscovy Street, EC3, a
small street off Trinity Square,
near Tower Hill, in London's
financial district ('the City'). An
opal glass sign in its original
aluminium frame, measuring 27"
x 12" (69cm x 31cm), we
estimate it to date from the
1950s. A light surface crack
through the 'O' of Muscovy but
otherwise in good, ex-use
condition. [1]

Estimate: £250 to £300
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